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-STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Was the Whole Pandemic About the Vaccine?

Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ! Fact Checked

Could it be that the whole COVID-19 pandemic was about the vaccine and getting a

global mass vaccination campaign underway for population control purposes?

"

Recent weeks have seen a signiGcant rise in vaccination incentives in the U.S., from

free doughnuts, cake, french fries, hot dogs and pizza, to arcade tokens, 10-cent beer,

free state park season passes, free Uber and Lyft rides, free marijuana and Cincinnati

Reds baseball tickets, a chance to win a full scholarship and even $1 million and $5

million giveaways

"

Meanwhile, the U.S. Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System has logged more

deaths following COVID-19 vaccination than all available vaccines combined over a

15.5-year period

"

Former COVID-19 patients are even pushed to get the jab, even though they already

have superior immunity and studies show they have a far higher risk of severe side

effects from the vaccine, and North Carolina has passed legislation that allows

children as young as 12 to get the COVID vaccine without parental consent

"

COVID-19 vaccines might perform as a “depopulation weapon” by triggering antibody-

dependent immune enhancement, making you more susceptible to severe COVID-19 if

exposed to the virus. Antibodies against the spike proteins may also attack syncytin-

homologous proteins essential for the formation of placenta, which could result in

"
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In my opinion Dr. Peter McCullough is one of the most courageous well credentialed

academic physicians out there and I hope to interview him soon. He is vice chief of

internal medicine at Baylor University Medical Center and despite his impeccable

credentials, he has been viliGed for stating during the very beginning of the COVID-19

pandemic, that it was all about the vaccine and getting a global mass vaccination

campaign underway.

"All roads lead to the vaccine," McCullough said in a recent interview (video above ),

with stakeholders banking on countries mandating the vaccine worldwide. The Grst

video above is a 16-minute outtake from a much longer interview, which is the second

video.

McCullough points out that a number of countries are already talking about making

the as-yet unlicensed COVID-19 vaccine compulsory, meaning anyone and everyone

can be forced to take it against their will. "That's how bad stakeholders want

vaccination," McCullough says. "They do want a needle in every arm. But why?" That's

the million-dollar question right there.

Unbelievable Incentives Offered

Recent weeks have seen a signiGcant rise in all sorts of vaccination incentives in the

U.S., from free doughnuts, cake,  french fries, hot dogs and pizza,  to arcade tokens,

10-cent beer,  free state park season passes,  free Uber and Lyft rides,  free

marijuana  and Cincinnati Reds baseball tickets,  a chance to win a full scholarship

and even $1 million  and $5 million  giveaways.

infertility. Overall, the shots may destroy your innate immunity and set you up for rapid

onset of debilitating illness and premature death
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Below is a more complete list of incentives, posted on vaccines.gov.  As you might

expect, the million-dollar lotteries have proven to be a resounding success, credited

with enticing millions of people to get their shots.

As noted by Ohio’s Grst “Vax-a-Million” lottery winner,” the chance of a windfall was

too great to resist. "I kept hemming and hawing about it, and I work all the time, and

when the Vax-a-Million thing started I immediately went down there and got it. It

pushed me over the edge," he told a local paper.

To say the vaccine push has an air of desperation about it would be a profoundly

serious understatement.

Considering the U.S. Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System (VAERS) has logged

more deaths following COVID-19 vaccination than all available vaccines combined

from mid-1997 until the end of 2013  — a period of 15 1/2 years — one has to wonder

why our leaders are so insistent on everyone getting these experimental gene

therapies.

They're even pushing for former COVID-19 patients to get the jab, even though they

already have superior permanent immunity  and studies show they have a far higher

risk of severe side effects from the COVID jab.

If it's really about protecting the public against COVID-19, why aren't recovered COVID

patients — whose protection is far superior to vaccine-induced immunity — offered

some sort of immunity passport or granted access to sporting events or education

that is now only granted to those with vaccine certiGcates?

What's more, North Carolina has now passed legislation that allows children as young

as 12 to get the COVID vaccine without parental consent.  Think about that. As of

May 21, 2021, 4,406 Americans had died after the COVID vaccine,  including three
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teenagers,  and 12-year-olds are now being encouraged to make a life and

death decision without their parents?

As noted by McCullough, historically, the threshold at which an experimental vaccine

program is shut down is 25 to 50 deaths, yet here we are, with over 4,000 deaths

being reported in the U.S. and many thousands more in Europe.

In a recent report, the Israeli People Committee, a civilian body of health experts,

similarly concluded that "there has never been a vaccine that has harmed as many

people."

After vaccinating 45 million with the pandemic swine iu vaccine in 1976, the U.S.

stopped the program after only 25 deaths.  (The number of deaths reported after the

1976 inoculation program varies from three to 53, depending on the source. )

And let's remember this too: If something goes wrong, the vaccine manufacturers are

completely indemniGed against lawsuits. You're on your own.

Mass Vaccination Is a Beyond Terrible Strategy

As a physician, McCullough is no longer recommending this vaccine, and other

prominent virologists and physicians are calling for a stop to the program. Sadly,

many are complying simply because they're desperate to get back to the "normal"

they knew before, of sending their children to school, keeping their job and leading

the life they had before the pandemic.

Don't do it, McCullough says — don't fall for this trap because it's only going to make

things worse. By vaccinating everyone against a very narrow spectrum of immunity —

the original SARS-CoV-2 spike protein, which has since mutated in any number of

ways and no longer exists — "we are setting ourselves up for a superbug that's going

to wipe out populations," he says.
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As such, the COVID-19 vaccine is a bioweapon, McCullough warns, and the side effect

concerns are "far beyond anything we have ever seen … Americans should be

extraordinarily alarmed."

What's This Vaccine Program Really About?

Why is the vaccine pushed in this way? McCollough believes it's a global goal to

"mark" people, to get you into their vaccine database, which will eventually be turned

into a tool for population control, courtesy of vaccine passports.

When we're talking about population control, there are two distinct forms, and both

may apply in this case. One form of population control is about controlling people

through the ideology of utilitarianism, vaccine passports and a social credit system,

all of which are tied together. Another form is actual depopulation.

Population Control Through Utilitarianism and Vaccination

Utilitarianism is based on a mathematical equation that some individuals can be

sacriGced for the greater good of the majority. In other words, if some people are

harmed by vaccines, it's an acceptable loss because society as a whole may or will

reap gains.

This discredited pseudo-ethic has repeatedly been used to justify horriGc human

rights abuses. The Third Reich, for example, employed the utilitarian rationale as an

excuse to demonize and eliminate minorities judged to be a threat to the health,

security and well-being of the State.  Now, utilitarianism is being called upon yet

again, under the false narrative that mankind as a whole is in peril unless everyone

rolls the dice and gets vaccinated.
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In the end, the idea is that vaccine refusers won't be allowed to freely participate in

society any longer. This is the disincentive or negative incentive, which is added on

top of the positive incentives previously mentioned.

While U.S. government omcials realize they cannot mandate vaccination on a national

level, as it would be a direct violation of the U.S. Constitution, they are pushing for it

nonetheless by encouraging private companies to mandate vaccination as a condition

of employment or access to services. They're also spending billions of dollars on

advertising in conventional media, paid for by U.S. taxpayers.

In short, vaccine passports are a way to force compliance. But the vaccine database

can also form the foundation for a much larger control structure, a social credit

system, where you lose points any time you behave in a way that is deemed

undesirable.

This quite literally could be anything, judging by the Chinese social credit system.

People with low social credit scores can't travel on certain kinds of public

transportation, can't travel overseas, hold certain jobs, go to school or even get a loan.

The point is, once you're in this system, you're under someone else's control. If they

say you have to get a booster shot, you have to comply — again and again — or risk

losing basic human rights, such as the ability to buy and sell, travel or get an

education.

The Depopulation Agenda

The other form of population control refers to actual depopulation. A primary problem

the global elite have been trying to solve for a long time is that there are too many

people consuming too much of the world's perceived limited resources and polluting

everything in the process. The answer, in their mind, is to reduce the global
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population.

While birth control and abortions are promoted to help with this, these strategies

aren't effective, or rapid, enough. They need a less fertile population and they need

people to die sooner.

“ I believe [COVID-19 booster shots] are going to be
used to damage your health and possibly kill you. I
can see no sensible interpretation other than a
serious attempt at mass depopulation. ~ Michael
Yeadon Ph.D.”

While many may not want to believe this could possibly be true, you have to

remember that the intention is not to cause suffering per se. It's a form of self-

preservation, as their end goal is to concentrate all the world's wealth into their own

hands. Ultimately, that's what the Great Reset is all about.

In the interview above, which is part of the full-length documentary "Planet

Lockdown,"  Michael Yeadon, Ph.D., a life science researcher and former vice-

president and chief scientist of allergy and respiratory research at P8zer, shares his

views on the COVID-19 pandemic and his fears about the COVID-19 vaccines.

"Basically, everything your government has told you about this virus,

everything you need to do to stay safe, is a lie," Yeadon says. "And if they're

not telling the truth, that means there's something else. And I'm here to tell

you that there is something very, very bad happening. If you don't pay

attention, you will soon lose any chance to do anything about it."
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Will Booster Shots Be the Death Knell?

Of all the lies we've been told over the past year, the ones that worry and frighten

Yeadon the most are the lies about virus variants and booster shots. In fact, he

believes not buying into these lies may be key to your very survival.

"When your government scientists tell you that a variant that's 0.3% different

from SARS-CoV-2 could masquerade as a new virus and be a threat to your

health, you should know, and I'm telling you, they are lying," Yeadon says.

"If they're lying — and they are — why is the pharmaceutical industry making

top-up [booster] vaccines? … There's absolutely no possible justiQcation for

their manufacture. And the world's medicines regulators have said, 'Because

they are quite similar to the original vaccines … we won't be asking them to

do any clinical safety studies' …

There's no possible benign interpretation of this. I believe they're going to be

used to damage your health and possibly kill you. Seriously. I can see no

sensible interpretation other than a serious attempt at mass depopulation.

This will provide the tools to do it, and plausible deniability. They'll create

another story about some sort of biological threat and you'll line up and get

your top-up vaccines [booster shots], and a few months or a year or so later,

you'll die of some peculiar inexplicable syndrome. And they won't be able to

associate it with the vaccines …

Given that this virus represents, at worst, a slightly bigger risk to the old and

ill than inTuenza, and a smaller risk [than inTuenza] to almost everyone else

… we didn't need to do anything. [We didn't need] lockdowns, masks, mass

testing, vaccines.
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There are multiple therapeutic drugs that are at least as effective as the

vaccines are. They're already available and cheap … An off-patent drug called

ivermectin, one of the most widely-used drugs in the world, is able to reduce

symptoms at any stage of the disease, including lethality by about 90%. So,

you don't need vaccines and you don't need any of the measures that have

been introduced at all."

Why Have Effective Treatments Been Suppressed?

Like Yeadon, McCullough has raised serious questions about the need for a vaccine.

Evidence clearly shows there are highly effective treatments,  yet they've been

near-universally suppressed in favor of these experimental shots. Why? If it's about

protecting public health and saving lives, why would effective treatments be viliGed?

As noted by McCullough during a roundtable discussion in the Grst of several U.S.-

based tribunals on COVID-19,  something very unusual happened in 2020. For the

Grst time, doctors around the world were actively discouraged and prevented from

saving their patients. There was "an enormous, complete, pervasive, steadfast

suppression of any attempts to help patients with COVID-19," he said, adding:

"We seem to somehow have developed a uniform game plan … to passively

allow as much suffering hospitalization and death as possible, create

enormous amounts of fear in our society, and then be prepared for mass

vaccination."

Disturbingly, there's evidence suggesting the COVID-19 vaccines might indeed

perform as a "depopulation weapon" of sorts. For example, there's the potential for

formation of non-neutralizing antibodies that can trigger an exaggerated immune

reaction (referred to as paradoxical immune enhancement or antibody-dependent
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immune enhancement or ADE) when the individual is exposed to the wild virus post-

vaccination.

I've detailed this issue in several articles, including "How COVID-19 Vaccine Can

Destroy Your Immune System" and "Will Vaccinated People Be More Vulnerable to

Variants?"

Put plainly, the vaccine may increase susceptibility to the virus and make people more

likely to die from the infection, and data  now show COVID-19 deaths are spiking

around the world right along with rising vaccination rates, even though countries were

trending toward herd immunity and deaths were at an all-time low right before the

vaccines were released.

The mRNA vaccines also trigger your body to produce antibodies against the SARS-

CoV-2 spike protein, and the spike proteins in turn contain syncytin-homologous

proteins that are essential for the formation of placenta.  If a woman's immune

system starts reacting against syncytin-1, then there is the possibility she will

miscarry if pregnant and ultimately become infertile.

Mass vaccinating children and women of childbearing age against COVID-19 is a

profoundly bad idea that could cause mass infertility if the COVID jab triggers an

immune reaction against syncytin-1.

We also now know that the worst symptoms of COVID-19 are created by the SARS-

CoV-2 spike protein, and that is the very thing these gene-based vaccines are

instructing your body to make. What's worse, the spike protein your body creates is a

genetically modiGed version that appears far more toxic than the spike protein found

in the actual virus.

This was discussed in great detail in my interview with Stephanie Seneff, Ph.D., and
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Judy Mikovits, Ph.D., featured in "The Many Ways in Which COVID Vaccines May

Harm Your Health."

Like McCullough and Yeadon, Mikovits believes the COVID-19 vaccine is a bioweapon

designed to destroy your innate immunity and set you up for rapid onset of

debilitating illness and premature death. She too suspects many will die rather

rapidly. "It's not going to be 'live and suffer forever.' It's going to be suffer Gve years

and die," she says.

While the death toll from COVID-19 vaccines is already at a historical level, I fear it

may shoot far higher as we move through fall and winter. The reason for this is ADE.

Fall and winter are the seasons in which most coronavirus infections occur, be it

SARS-CoV2 or other coronaviruses responsible for the common cold, and if ADE does

turn out to be a common problem, then vaccinated individuals may in fact turn out to

be at signiGcantly higher risk of severe COVID-19 and a potentially lethal immune

reaction due to pathogenic priming.

Will You Gamble Your Life?

In my view, there are still so many potential avenues of harm and so many

uncertainties, I would encourage everyone to do your homework, keep reading and

learning, weigh the potential pros and cons, ignore all pressure tactics and take your

time when deciding whether to get any of these COVID-19 gene therapies.

And, if you or someone you love has already received a COVID-19 vaccine and are

experiencing side effects, be sure to report it, preferably to all three of these

locations.  While adverse effects and deaths have thus far been ignored, we need as

much data as possible if we're to have any chance of stopping this mass vaccination

campaign and push toward population control.
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1. If you live in the U.S., 8le a report on VAERS

2. Report the injury on VaxxTracker.com, which is a nongovernmental adverse event

tracker (you can Gle anonymously if you like)

3. Report the injury on the Children's Health Defense website

 

panyusg

Because there is a rising chorus of loud protests by learned microbiologists, vaccine experts, etc. the

Global Reset and a "needle in every arm" will not succeed.  Too many lives have been sacriGced and

those stories are widely available on many websites.

The tens and hundreds of millions who face death in coming years are those who have been

vaccinated with Western experimental gene therapy shots.  These are not vaccines.

The unravelling of Fauci will expose other Deep State players. China will expose them too as China is

not going to take responsibility.  China has a massive Gle of these players.

As for saving the millions who are vaccinated, traditional therapies, herbs, proven medicines, etc. will

come into play.  The day of Big Pharma facing a major backlash from the public, is also coming.

I see a Revolution in Medcine coming.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

mirandola

.....thank you!!

Posted On 06/07/2021

https://vaers.hhs.gov/reportevent.html
https://www.vaxxtracker.com/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/covid-19-vaccine-reactions/
https://articles.mercola.com/members/panyusg/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/mirandola/default.aspx
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tillthen

Your no-nonsense post is the reason I come to this site.  Having no, and I mean none,

bio/tech/virus/science background, I want to survive and it is necessary for me to know how I

should lean, believe, and avoid the traps set by the biblical money changers, and you have made it

so clear and believable.  Posters like you and   Dr. Mecola's no nonsense low-cost protocol of

supplements have made me wary and armed (knowledge) and are most likely the reason I have not

been sick for years at 84.  No vaxx, no pharms, no masks, and I am, as a non-pro, in complete

control of my health.  Thank you.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

MoMac46

I like your take on that, thanks panyusg.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

Krofter

panyusg - The need for a revolution is becoming apparent to many who are paying attention.

 However, before it occurs in medicine it must occur in the way we structure businesses,

corporations and non-proGt organizations.  As long as big business and non-proGts are allowed to

continue to impose programs that enslave us and force jabs upon the unsuspecting, then a mere

revolution in medicine will soon be overtaken by the status quo.  I cite the organic farming

movement as an example of an industry that has been completely usurped by the status quo.

Posted On 06/07/2021
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gloritrader

I hope you are correct.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

quantumspock

And let it serve as a warning to us all next time they try to pull this again (and they will).  

Educate your children and your children's children about this atrocity committed against the

nations and their people.  I keep hearing how it will be the generation of kids now that will fall.  If

you've taken the j@b, admit to them that so many were fooled and it was a ploy.  We must remain

vigilant.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

otis101

I agree "...the Global Reset and a 'needle in every arm' will not succeed".  The so-called great

resetters will not like it when they see the masses rising up to reset their reset.  We are all in this

together and must continue to organize our response around the world.  It will probably require a

separate internet as mentioned by Reiner Fuellmich, the German lawyer currently bringing legal

action.  evolvetoecology.org/2021/02/27/dr-reiner-fuellmich-begins-legal-litiga..  

Guess who  Fauci's wife is.  Lots of dots connected by "Amazing Polly".    www.youtube.com/watch

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

rensmith23zohomail.com

https://articles.mercola.com/members/gloritrader/default.aspx
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yBzTt120tVs
https://articles.mercola.com/members/rensmith23zohomail.com/default.aspx
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Krofter, the solution is to start a parallel economy. I won't work for or buy from any big business

supporting this fascism. I grow microgreens to sell and do mending in my local neighborhood for

cash. I earn a little bitcoin online (for now) since it won't iniate. As the dollar continues to collapse,

get precious metals and pay off that mortgage. I Grmly believe WWIII is underway. Pretty soon

there won't be companies to work for or cruises to take or stadiums to go to. They want the whole

enchilada to burn.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

Watsonandco

panyusg, a rising chorus? Where? Public backlash? With 150 million Americans injected? You are

dreaming. The overwhelming forces of the police and military will never allow it. Fauci, like Blair

and George Dubya, will walk. The super rich control everything including the courts. It is dangerous

to assume 'right' or 'justice' or any such thing will save the day. Whoever is strongest wins - the law

of nature.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

OttoDiedacht

"...experimental gene therapy shots.  These are not vaccines."

Nor are those shots necessarily therapeutic-- the way that word has become ubiquitously linked

into said phrase strikes me about the same as the euphemistic use of 'ethnic cleansing' to describe

Genocide.

Interesting comments, thanks for "China will expose them..."

Posted On 06/07/2021
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Katy69

Can’t help agreeing with Watsonandco.  A bit premature,  judging by the number of sheeple, still

wearing muzzles 18 months after the start of the scamdemic and still glued to the British

Brainwashing Corporation for their daily injection of propaganda and lies;  major UK High Street

retailers with more staff than customers and fatuous notices on the ioor indicating where to

stand. On a normally busy Saturday afternoon,  a bored young man employed as a doorman

checking muzzle compliance, probably grateful for any kind of paid employment, enquires about

my unmasked face. I tell him it’s a satanic ritual and he beats a hasty retreat. I ignore the table

placed at the entrance with ritual hand washing facilities and proceed to the checkout but struggle

to Ggure out where it is as there are no assistants and no other other customers.  It reads like a

Harry EnGeld sketch of 20 years ago satirising various politically incorrect aspects of British life

which would be unthinkable now to portray on national television, indicating how far we have sunk

into the totalitarian abyss.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

Retsbew

Hi Otis and thank you for this link:

 evolvetoecology.org/2021/02/27/dr-reiner-fuellmich-begins-legal-litiga..  

This is dated February 2021, but it's still worth listening to.  Dr. Fuellmich is consistent. He's the

sort of person who will explain himself if he changes an opinion.  Lot of lawyers don't do that, when

they should.

I like his description that only if a virus enters your cells and replicates are you contagious and that

is when you have symptoms.  

A lot of URL's indicate a load of people have latched onto the 1,000 lawyers and 10,000 scientists

as a headline and they are helping Dr. Fuellmich.  Dr. Fuellmich says this is not true and that there

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Katy69/default.aspx
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are lots of stories "out there." What I want to know is if they've published a docket for July yet and is

this true, is Dr. Fuellmich's scheduled to start trial in July?  I sent my question to the town of

Nuremberg and Dr. Fuellmich's URL.  I'll post the info if I get a reply.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

Heretical

I sincerely hope that you are right. If enough people die, if enough people have serious adverse

reactions, if enough women become infertile, then maybe the rest of the people, or enough of

them, will rise up against the oligarchs, who I am sure have not had the so-called  Covid-19

vaccine.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

tom_tem_123

From your lips to God’s ears. Thank you.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

os00

Subscribers could contact their congressional and senate reps electronically and send a link of Dr.

McCullough's video. Most representatives likely have no clue such a heavyweight has said this and

will take notice... rumble.com/vhp7y5-full-interview-world-renowned-doctor-blows-lid-off-o..

Posted On 06/07/2021
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kujosrose1

thank you, panyusg.  i hope and pray you are right and the day of reckoning is near for Big Pharma,

Big Tech, and most importantly, the head of the snake, the WEF, with all of it's global members.  I

for one am hoping that the awakening they didn't expect out of this will backGre on them.  I mean,

before COVID, how many really knew about all of the evil plotting that was going on behind the

scenes over decades prior?  A lot of us knew Big Pharma was demonic with one self-serving,

proGteering goal in mind, but I personally hadn't heard of Klaus and the WEF, nor had I connected

the dots backward with Rockefeller and many elected omcials along the way.  this is SO HUGE, but

now it's not a SECRET!!

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

balhawk

I concur.  Something like this happens about every 3 or 4 generations, when few who remember the

last time have died off.   I see the dominoes beginning to fall.  The exposure of Fauci has given

those who have been fooled an "out" to re-evaluate their beliefs with intellectual pride intact.   Light

is coming through the cracks, which are widening from the heat.  

Also bear in mind that despite the ready availability at no charge and unprecedented hard sell,

about half of US citizens have still held out.   I don't think most are merely "hesitant", as the

propagandists say; but a vast majority iatly REJECT these poisonous injections.

Here's the direct link to the under 17 minute excerpt of Dr. McCullough's interview to pass along to

those who might dismiss this article out of hand on account of its source:

rumble.com/vhp8e1-massive-world-renowned-doctor-blows-lid-off-of-covid..

Posted On 06/08/2021
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Darzoum

It is irrefutable, just on the evidence, that there is a concerted global effort to get everyone injected.

 The suppression of viable alternatives, the caution-to-the-wind warp-speed programs that Trump is

still boasting about, and the social pressures and psy-op coercion tactics all pointed to that well before

anyone thought of the “I’ll give you this bag of french fries if you let us inject you with our medical

experiment” approach.  Just as an aside, anyone who actually takes that trade is only justifying

eugenics theories.  

So, “was the whole pandemic about the vaccine?”  It may be, but then what is the vaccine about?  Even

if untold thousands (or tens or hundreds of thousands) were not dying from the injection, even if it

were harmless saline, the tactics remain.  They are about control; they extend Klaus Schwab’s

proclamation about owning nothing to include your own body.  Other forces are laying claim to it.

It is impossible to separate the medical tyranny of this supposed “bio-security” imperative from all the

other bizarre social currents underway eroding basic values and principles across life’s spectrum.  At

the core of all this is the attempt to redeGne what a human being is, and what values civilization is

meant to uphold.  The “vaccine” has to be seen in this broader context.  The jab may or may-not be

intended to literally kill you, but just as bad is the recasting of a human being as a technocratic unit

subject to surveillance, control and ownership, all to be facilitated through a so-called bio-digital

convergence, and of which the mRNA injection is a mere harbinger.  Whatever they are trying to instate,

your individual choices and decisions, your free will and free thinking, your consciousness and spirit do

not seem to be part of the picture.  But sometimes, when something so essential and precious is

threatened, that’s when you really see it and value it… maybe even enough to Gght for it.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

steve49car

But with Schwab and WEF there are connections , join up the dots ! Did you know for example that

Isobel Maxwell, sister of Ghislaine and Epsteins 'friend' ... is also on that forum ...WEF !What has

been uncovered but hidden from view by the media has shocked the military to the core .... and it

WILL come out! Remember the Ever Given???
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Posted On 06/07/2021

 

ymiranthis

Brilliantly said, Darzoum. Kudos to you for the honesty and clarity of your statement:  "At the core

of all this is the attempt to redeGne what a human being is, and what values civilization is meant to

uphold.  The 'vaccine' has to be seen in this broader context." ABSOLUTELY!

"They" are going after fertile females and children, without whom mankind has no future. They

continue to push their "vaccines" despite thousands of deaths and hundreds of thousands of

injuries--probably far more deaths and injuries than what we are told, as adverse effects are WAY

under-reported. They iaunt their lack of human values in our faces, without apology. For some

reason (why? because they are Glthy rich?) they consider that our lives belong to them and that

they may do whatever they wish with us. They want the power of life and death over all living

creatures. This is an ugly truth which people must understand before they can Gght it.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

Randyfast

I believe that the injections are the Grst phase of Transhumanism. The "Top Scientist" of Moderna

is on the record, stating that "they" are "Hacking The Software Of LIfe"! Is that not plain enough for

people? I also believe that if people would simply research the WEF; primarily the Great Reset and

the Fourth Industrial Revolution, they would fully understand what's coming - of course, that's

assuming that they are capable of comprehending . It is crystal clear to me, where humanity is

headed.

I'm curious, how many people have been greeted with the "Under Detox" screen, when attempting

to access Dr. Mercola's site. I've been hit with this a few times...anyone else?

Posted On 06/07/2021
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juststeve

Two thumbs up Darzoum.

Just a gut feeling. Damage to the innate immune system sending the secondary antibody immune

system to explode may explain a lot for miners suffering from dust, or mill workers from toxic

exposure. It's not just physical scarring damage one suffers with, it's feeling like never ending iu

as the body iails around trying to expel a compound not found in nature or usually dealt with by

life forms.

Randy fast that would be one big yuppers from this corner. Not the Grst time either.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

fromseatoshiningsea

As much as I admire Trump's many impressive accomplishments, the "warp speed" vaccine is not

one of them.  A warp speed vaccine is oxymoronic on its face.  You have taken a process that is

meant to be, for what should be obvious reasons, painstakingly slow & deliberate, and accelerated

it to the point of absurdity.  I believe that Trump, with all good intentions, succumbed to the

prevailing forces surrounding him, to produce one - Fauci perhaps being the most iniuential

among them.  That, combined with all of the ginned-up fear perpetuated by the mainstream media,

created the perfect storm for the vaccine's production.  I do not dispute the fact that many died

from this virus.  However, the vast majority were the frail elderly, with serious under-lying medical

issues, while simultaneously denied timely, effective, safe, and affordable treatment options.  Just

as I believe that BLM & their ilk were waiting in the wings to pounce, I also believe that these

"vaccines" were "good to go", as the saying goes, long before the virus began circulating, making

warp speed not only doable, but an integral part of a much larger plan.  For those willing to do the

research, all the dots are there.  All you need to do is connect them.

Posted On 06/07/2021
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NewlandsWanderer

Well said Darzoum.  Insanity rules.  The next batch of humans to be jabbed are the children with all

kinds of psychological pressures and bribes and snake oil propaganda.  In this two minute clip Dr

Sucharit Bhakdi gives a stark warning about vaccines and an even starker warning about

vaccinating children: Bhakdi: ‘If you are giving that jab to your child you are committing a crime”.

twitter.com/.../1398220001744654336

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

sio6474

So insightful.   People in the past have given their lives for the freedoms we have been enjoying

until recently.  We are rapidly losing so many of them.  We must not let this happen.  Only a small

percentage of people understand what is going on, the masses are blind.  Naomi Wolf is now

banned from Twitter and the comments on twitter (I read an article, I am not on social media)

regarding her views on eroding liberty and the dangers of vaccines are scathing!

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

Johman0

Randy, I got that message this morning.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

Almond
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Just imagine the ruckus if the same number of deaths and adverse effects had occurred not to the

nonvaccine, but to some natural herb. It would have been immediately removed form the market!

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

bee70578

Almond

I think it was Judy Mikovits recommended  Glycine and Gluthathione for those already vaccinated,

but suddenly precursor NAC has become dimcult to obtain in the US, at least via Amazon it seems.

 It certainly does feed one's suspicions.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

Almond

bee...

An effort is underway to make it illegal for compounding pharmacies to sell NAC.  This was

something I used during my recovery from cancer... one of them many remedies.  It is a benign

substance.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

sio6474

So true!

Posted On 06/07/2021
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os00

We really should write our representatives to see Dr. McCullough's full video.. its very hard to

debunk. rumble.com/vhp7y5-full-interview-world-renowned-doctor-blows-lid-off-o..

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

Almond

Os00... The problem for many citizens and voters is that our representatives are bought and paid

for.  I cannot get an appointment to meet with mine.  They only meet with big business and special

interests.  Your letter will rarely reach the representative--a staff member sends a formatted reply.

 Mostly, they only take an interest in feathering their own nests.

The best solution is to throw the b**tards out at election time.  However, the elections are also

rigged--not just the presidential election. How is it that a candidate will spend $10 million running

for an omce that pays $179,000?

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

balhawk

If 1/100,000 the number of deaths and adverse events had occurred, a supplement or herb would

be immediately pulled.

Posted On 06/08/2021

 

navisos34
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These ideas against vaccination are not by Mercola, but other respectable scientists whose

judgements are methodically suppressed. Mercola only calls the readers' attention to them. If you or

anyone feels that they would rather ignore what he writes, then do so. I am too old to have children, so

if the "vaccine" causes infertility, it won't effect me. I try to strengthen my  immune system in a natural

way and don't want to avail myself to any so-called "vaccine" which is actually a game of genetic

manipulation. My modest background in biochemistry allows  me to take a calculated risk and if I am

wrong, I will die (after a reasonably good 87 years). You young people have a lot more at stake, but

blaming Mercola does not make much sense.,We can cure COVID. We know how to cure COVID. There

are many ways to cure a SARS-CoV-2 infection. There are many ways to cure the damage caused when

the infection leads to a crisis. We have lots of evidence and had lots of practice. Most cures of COVID,

come, like most cures, from health. But, if we can cure COVID, we don't need vaccines.  So we can't

cure COVID. QE

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

mmmbeckwithwindstream.ne

If you wouldn't mind my asking, can you tell me what you do to strengthen your own system?  As an

older gal, I'm 76 and have had cancer in the past, have one kidney now, and want to remain as

active as possible and rock on for another 10 years to whenever, if possible.  I believe that

systemic and proteolytic enzymes may be helpful and have looked into NMN, but worry that if it

helps all cells, it may also help cancer cells?  Unfortunately, I did get a J&J shot just before they

pulled it because I was unaware of the problems involved at that time.  Not asking for myself, just

what you do to help stay well.   I'm also concerned that NAC is being pulled....just the start of our

freedom to help ourselves stay healthy.    I feel it's very important for all of us to share ideas about

what we might be able to do to stay alive and enjoy good health now.   Many thanks and I wish you

the best of health.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

Watsonandco
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navisos, there is no known cure for, 'lemming disease.'

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

Almond

mmmbeck... Start with optimizing vitamins D-K and zinc.   Grow an organic garden for much of

your food.  Avoid processed fats and oils, esp., reGned oils using petrochemical solvents

(residues)--it will not be listed on the label.  Look for words such as extra virgin or

expeller-pressed.  Just a beginning, but it can change your life in so many ways.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

jintampa1

Dr. Mercola,  thanks for your  persistent  pursuit of the truth and thanks to the other  fabulous  doctors,

 nurses and truthseekers for  never  giving up  in seeking  the  source of  this invisible  enemy  plaguing

 our  entire world with  death and  destruction  and  how to  combat  it. You  and your  colleagues  tried

to  save the  lives of  BILLIONS  of  innocent people  with  your collective  hands tied behind your back,

however  their  evil  nefarious  agenda of death and  destruction  is unraveling  rapidly.  My prayers  are

 being  answered  with the truth  being  revealed for all the world to see.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

Astrocomical

Plenty of clues something ain't right.  I began to suspect back in May this was a HOAX.  The way the

MSM was reporting by OMISSION (the only way they report), Faucteeth's iip-iopping proving he was
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just a iimiam man.

What got me really suspect (among other things) is the way they were coercing you to take the vaccine.

 I mean, if you can't see that I can't help you. Something FISHY about the whole thing.  Methinks it's

eventually to STERILIZE you or KILL you.  Meaning, you are dealing with some very, very, WICKED men

up there. Quite possibly there is something SATANIC going on.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

bee70578

But don't you want to win a FREE GUN in a vaccine lottery?!   ;-)

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

Randyfast

I've been following various globalist agendas for many years and I knew from the get-go that this

insanity was NEVER about some cold virus. At least now, the oligarchs understand just how easily

the zombie masses can be CONNED! If the agenda to "vaccinate every man, woman and child on

the planet" doesn't raise a giant red iag - then nothing will!

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

Cabochon

Interesting comment, one of the  ‘high priests’ of the COVID-19 litany is our learned friend Fauci.

 Religion is deGned as a belief regarded as  “ holy, sacred, absolute, spiritual, divine, or worthy of

especial reverence” and is often accompanied by prayer, meditation, and speciGc rituals. Rituals

 such as mask wearing and hand washing do not require scientiGc proof of  their effectiveness but
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merely are symbolic conGrmation  and acceptance of those beliefs and membership of the sect.

In satanic ritual, mask wearing is a symbol of depersonalisation, a gesture of submission and

denial of individuality and humanity. The synonym for religion is ‘faith’ which implies belief and

conformity, not proof.  In bygone ages heretics were burned at the stake.  Nowadays, we have more

sophisticated methods of punishment - ostrazing vaccine deniers and non mask wearers, illegally

denying them entry to civic amenities and the Gnal solution - killing or maiming them with

experimental injections. CertiGcate Of Vaccine IDentity (Covid).

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

Astrocomical

Don't know who put in that comment after "SATANIC going on."  My comment ended there and

when I logged in today saw "COVID something blah, blah, blah," tied into mine.

Weird!

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

Almond

Randy... People will not be open to truth and facts if it contradicts their belief system.  They will

believe what they want to believe.  Humans are dumb that way.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

LaurenMcKenna
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My brother-in-law just died Saturday morning. He was the most physically strong human I have ever

known. He was 83. Sure, he was old. He even had open heart surgery a little over 3 years ago to replace

a valve. He had worked driving a tractor trailer across the USA, until his regular physical found a heart

valve problem at age 80! He has been poked, ultrasounded and watched on a regular basis every 3

months since...

In January, 2021 his ultrasound was normal. He was taking care of his home, property and a frail wife,

only 3 weeks ago...when he started having swelling and trouble breathing. Just 3 weeks ago he was

diagnosed with congestive heart failure. He couldn't lay down to sleep because he couldn't breath. All

of a sudden he had to stop cutting his acre of lawn because he was so weak. He fell asleep at the

wheel midday and wrecked his car. His kids then forbid him to drive, saying he was sleepy because he

wasn't able to sleep much because he mainly slept sitting up in his easy chair. Doctors upped his meds

to drain iuids off his lungs, and swollen body but Gnally had to hospitalize him to drain iuids. The

doctor told his kids that from his ultrasound, his heart had changed drastically from his January test.

They also had to give him 5 pints of blood and couldn't Gnd where he had internal bleeding. Then they

said he had a heart attack. The last 3 days of his life was in hospital in a semi conscious state moaning

and grabbing his chest. His Grst Moderna vaccine was late January, second February...

He has 3 grown kids... 2 unvaxxed are possibly  connecting the dots, yet Gnd it unfathomable that this

was not a natural death... And this will be the same for most all the families of future deceased

victims. Will they Gle with the vaccine injury/death system...doubtful, since they can't prove anything

and it wont bring their loved one back and they are in shock...

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

tru6757

I'm sorry to read your story.  It's too bad that the company that makes Moderna vaccine has

immunity from prosecution.  My own dad was 91 and we both had Iniuenza A in 2018.  He had had

a iu shot, I had not. I got over the iu in ~ 5 days.  He was hospitalized for 5 days, because he had

COPD. While in the hospital, he gained 10# in the 5 days though he was hardly eating; every day his

labwork was totally normal, till the 4th morning-his liver enzymes were off the chart and his serum

potassium was 5.6 (it had always been normal, for years).  He was discharged the next day
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(without rechecking his labwork) and he died at home 12 hours after discharge.  With all my

reading about covid, and watching several interviews with Robt Kennedy Jr, I believe what my dad

had was "pathogenic priming" from his damned iu shot.  He was in our home for 10 years, totally

independent, so this was a drastic event for our whole family.  The moral of the story is, don't ever

ever get a iu vaccine, because we obviously cannot  trust any of the companies that make them.  

I have 3 loved ones who got this covid vaccine-I could not convince them of the danger, so now I

fear that they will meet some of these dire effects.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

Luvvvy

Sorry for your loss Lauren.  Thank you for sharing your story.  And also your’s Tru.  The sad truths

need to be told, to counter the lies that the media spit out about the safety of pharmaceutical

injections.  The unsuspecting and trusting are truly being preyed upon.  A chatty young woman I

just met, told me that she was ok with the jab because she’d eaten hot dogs and survived, and

nobody knows what’s in those.. she was serious.  Here’s hoping she’s right but somehow I doubt it.

 These are strange days and may get stranger so stay strong and keep on seeking out the Truth

and sharing it, because it does help.   God Bless.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

Kanadian45

Very sorry to hear this. My condolences.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

balhawk
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Sad to read of your brother-in-law, my condolences.   It's all about plausible deniability to the

architects of this atrocity.   I hope his children connect the dots and make the safe bet on their

immune systems.

Posted On 06/08/2021

 

rrealrose

Amazing! Here's Dr Ruby interviewing Dr David Martin on the purpose of the vaccn and how the media

propaganda machine was planned from as early as 2016, if not earlier. No surprise, David has a

paragraph taken from Dr. Peter Daszak, of Ecohealth Alliance in the 3rd or 4th segment:

www.bitchute.com/.../lehFXX5l6kle

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

Maritt

Thanks for the link RR.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

NewlandsWanderer

Thanks rrealrose.  Apparently the European Banks are bankrupt - thanks to the Davos crowd - and

they can't service the zillions needed for pensions.  So the simple answer is the dodgy vaccine.

After which the psycho's hope the elderly will be "unable to defend themselves any more" . Reiner

Fuellmich explains: : twitter.com/.../1401861428651438081
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Posted On 06/07/2021

 

MoMac46

RealRose-That was a fascinating video between Dr Ruby and Dr Martin. I know is not new info to

most here on this site, but I just wish the general public who are being hoodwinked by the media,

could see this video and become awakened. Thank you for the link.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

rrealrose

As everyone who watched this recent discussion already knows, the conspiracy theorists who kept

their beliefs alive for 15 or 20 years or even longer, are same sites bringing more relevant

information. David Martin clearly says you need to look past the Gnancial rewards of a needle in

every arm, to arrive at what may actually be underpinning this global experiment of high dangers

and highjinx.

Could be 1) a second virus may be released (oh joy) and no one wants more economic lockdowns,

yet we may be under siege 2) maybe we are watching a cover-up of enormous proportions of a

serious sovereign debt issue affecting all developed western nations (beats me where pension

funds will come from?), or any combination of both issues.

In either case, a blending of Big Tech w Big Pharma has occurred over at least 20 years, Pharma

clearly wants adults totally dependent on "updates" as a permanent money stream from every

country across the globe, needed or not. Passports meh? not sure this would ever work on a large

scale. But no one, at any time, asked the little people what they wanted. Vaccines for life sounds

life shortening, if not shortening and life ending to me...And governments with massive sovereign

debt? Well, that just got a lot worse with $Billions in payouts for shots/jabs. Our elected omcials

are not our representatives, instead they are in the pockets of both tech and pharma. The question

is Which foundation will break Grst?
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Posted On 06/07/2021

 

mpk3149

Was the whole Plandemic about the vaccine. In a word, YES!

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

Maritt

Yes vaccine and then vaccine passport that will be linked to all other areas of your life.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

kev8395

Globalist Banker Predicted Scamdemic & Genocide of The Useless, Interview from 40 years ago.

The following statements, which were made in 1981 by powerful international banker and unapologetic

eugenicist, Jacques Attali, are taken from Interviews with Michel Salomon – The Faces of the Future,

Seghers edition, which was published in France by Emi Lit when Attali was a senior adviser to French

President, Francoise Mitterand:

“In the future it will be a question of Gnding a way to reduce the population. We will start with the old,

because as soon as it exceeds 60-65 years man lives longer than he produces and costs society dearly,

then the weak and then the useless who do nothing for society because there will be more and more of

them, and especially the stupid ones. Euthanasia targeting these groups; euthanasia will have to be an

essential instrument of our future societies, in all cases. We cannot of course execute people or set up

camps. We will get rid of them by making them believe it is for their own good. Too large a population,

and for the most part unnecessary, is something economically too expensive. Socially, it is also much

better for the human machine to come to an abrupt halt rather than gradually deteriorating. We won’t
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be able to run intelligence tests on millions and millions of people, you can imagine! We will Gnd

something or cause it, a pandemic that targets certain people, a real economic crisis or not, a virus that

will affect the old or the fat, it doesn’t matter, the weak will succumb to it, the fearful and the stupid will

believe it and ask to be treated. We will have taken care to have planned the treatment, a treatment that

will be the solution. The selection of idiots will thus be done on its own: they will go to the

slaughterhouse on their own.”

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

Kanadian45

I hate to say it, but anyone who can’t see that this is the current agenda may very well be stupid.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

Mixedmedia_Queen

Wow, that is just sickening what this bankster revealed so many years ago! It has been played out

to the letter.... thanks for posting.

Posted On 06/08/2021

 

RobertSRedfern

In the UK the one stat that is not open to opinion is how many people have been buried and Cremated.

The stat for the last 5 years including 2020 shows a slight variation but nothing of concern in 2020. I

want to know where are the bodies for these extra deaths claimed for CV?

The UK and USA as with most western countries have beancounters who can be relied upon and

Burials and Cremations are the most accurate stat for deaths
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Posted On 06/07/2021

 

Krofter

Yes, it will be very interesting to compare death stats from 2020 with those from 2021 and 2022.

 I'm betting the record will show a much greater increase in deaths in 2021 and 2222 (and possibly

going forward for many years) then in 2020.  Due, of course, to the jabs.  The problem is, here in

the US, one of the primary reporting systems is run by the CDC and they conveniently changed

their reporting structure late last year.  We have full reports going right through 2019, but not for

2020 and possibly... never again.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

Cabochon

Good point. Of course funeral companies and undertakers would be an unbiased source of

mortality statistics. They cannot lie but would they give you their annual Ggures and would they be

linked to the cause of death. I wonder if they submit their annual Ggures to a centralised

organisation other than the ONS who are dressing up the 2020 statistics to include deaths from all

respiratory diseases.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

Watsonandco

Robert, I'm with you. Where are these bodies going? But of course these Covid bodies, as we have

known for over a year now, are natural death, bronchitis, pneumonia, heart disease and even

motorcycle accidents. So no rise in numbers at all! However, the jag, if it is doing its job properly,

will change all that in 2 years. By which time the lemmings will have been sold on another story

and Ggures will be deleted from the Internet to cover the tracks. That has been underway for about
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a year now that I can attest to. But it still leaves the problem of where the bodies are going to be

cremated. And who is paying for it? Will they be shipped in containers to India? Where are there

large, disused industrial sites with huge ovens? The US has several huge, disused industrial

complexes. Anyone noticed any unusual activity in the past 2-3 years? New warning signs maybe?

Might be worth having a look...

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

Retsbew

Hi RobertSRedfern, not Redford.  I totally disagree with you that we have reliable beancounters just

about anywhere.   Let me put it this way, I had a grade 7 teacher, Mr. Newell, (he's dead now,

guaranteed), who announced that girls can't do maths.  Just off the boat, I'm thinking how strange

no one told me that at convent or grammar school?  He was an idiot; my sister's a maths' whiz.

 Later when I went to college, one of the Grst classes in journalism was, get the statistics to back

up your stories.  Then a long class in how to access Canada Stats and the word access could be

substituted with manipulate.  Excuse me, if you need numbers to back up your story, what kind of a

writer are you?   In addition, cemeteries and crematoriums probably play the tax angles with their

yearly reports.  I bet they're not too worried about anyone checking the stock.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

mirandola

The question that people do not think about is: If they did it now, won't they do it again? Duh! What

fools these mortals be.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

forbiddenhealing
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Even with the exposure of Fauci, CCP Wuhan and the weaponization of corona, the same media tools

double down on pushing his vaxxx.  There were variants and now kids with near zero risk "must" get

vaxxxed under the emotional tragedy of one teenage girl...  Suck-along  govt. dependent corporations,

schools and universities follow "policy" ignoring all common logic. Once they got people accepting

water iuoridation, mass vaxxxing for generally non-lethal bugs was a slam dunk. And selling a lame

horse to a bribed-up politician who will offer it "free" is easier than gettin a plug nickel from the public

for it.   Due to black hesitancy, black preachers have been tricked into pushing the shot on their iocks.

 This mass marketing campaign covers all quarters and yet is totally ridiculous.  Local car dealer sends

out scratch-offs to WIN..and of course "You just won a big screen TV!"  Just show up, Gll out a form,

get a sales pitch, then if you don't buy the car get switched off to $100. worth of useless coupons.

Mandatory medication is an assault on one's sovereignty over his body and any last vestige of

freedom.  No wonder you can't Gnd ammunition?

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

stanleybecker

the question asked over and over again is ARE THESE PSEUDO VACCINES CREDIBLE ?? - the answer is

that not only are they not credible but they are INJURIOUS - why would someone want to voluntarily

hurt themselves - only because they believe that these HIGHLY DANGEROUS INJECTIONS will protect

them from a FAKE virus - Zombie Culture believes in phantoms because they don't believe in God - they

believe the stories that Snake Junior feeds them  - just like the original Snake in Genesis fed Eve a pack

of LIES that created the situation where God cast us out of the paradiasical Eden - Snake Junior is

adored by the BRAIN DEAD - Snake tells them a pack of LIES that this warp speed experimental agent

which is injected into SUCKERS so that Snake can Rule the World and conGscate all of its resources

fort his own account - and the Zombies dance around the Snakes ediGce of TOTAL CONTROL through

digital surveillance - this is beyond INGENUOUS - the Zombies are too lazy to think for themselves - so

the Snake thinks for them - what does the Snake think?? - what the Snake desires is the END of

HUMANITY - because the Snake wants to create a Final Reckoning with humanity  - because the Snake

is STARK RAVING MAD - this is my message in a bottle - if there are any survivors out there give my

message to those that still can think - there will be very few survivors when God casts us out of Eden

once again
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Posted On 06/07/2021

 

poiesis

does a snake have hips ?? ;)  ' tis a wonder ~ a sort a 'mass conversion'  fantasy

“ But we can say now, in a way that Freud couldn’t, that the analyst need be neither a priest nor any

kind of insurance agent. And psychoanalysis can be conceived of then as a conversation in which

the wish to convert and be converted is resisted. A conversation in which we can Gnd out what is

possible between people when conversion is either no longer possible, or desired. “ AP

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

rrealrose

Hi Stanley, please watch the David Martin (guy with the bowtie) link I posted above. Not sure what

your deGnition of bio-warfare is, where the assumption is populations need to be protected before

the next, then the next pandemic....then WHOever controls virus' out there, controls the world.

Yeah, its warped but could be an explanation.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

Retsbew

Stanley, I'm not getting cast out of Eden, nor am I made from man's rib.  But I do agree entirely

about Snake Gates.

Posted On 06/07/2021
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LuckyinSA

Whilst the argument for the jabs being the real reason for the plandemic is probably extremely credible,

it is looking more like the plandemic was a coverup for something far more sinister.  How to cover a

huge mistake, MAKE BILLIONS in the process and accelerate world depopulation all in one totally

believable and easily sold LIE.

Pay attention to the CDC stats revealed in the second half of the below link.  Unbelievable.

rumble.com/vhzczj-citizens-grand-jury-indictment-of-dr.-anthony-fauci-..

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

00

Lucky... Many thanks for the link - wow!!!   Who is the commentator?  He is called Larry, but Larry

who?

edit---I search around and  it's Larry Klayman, also started Judical Watch and Freedom Watch, still

with them.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

ChrisColes

This has to be seen as the most profound interview ever presented in the history of humanity;

something beyond any expectation. This interview when presented in a court of law will become cited

everywhere.
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Posted On 06/07/2021

 

brodiebrock12

Hope you are RIGHT!

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

Almond

I am not even sure the elderly are at special risk. Perhaps it is only the elderly--or persons of any

age--who are already in compromised health.  I do not believe I am high risk simply because of may

age.  My immune system is strong.

A relative who is 85 had covid and said he was tired for 2-3 days.  My husband had red eyes and may

have had covid, but was otherwise symptom-free.  The only reason he knows is that he regularly

donates blood and they test for it.  Of course, testing and data is so inaccurate, no one really knows

anything.  It could also have been some kind of allergy.

Maybe I had it, maybe I didn't.  I was more tired than usual after harvest and butchering last year, but I

am getting older and that is a lot of work even for a younger person.  I am not about to run out and get

tested, though.  

I just keep ivermectin on the shelf in a cool dry, dark place.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

DebbyW

My mother-in-law had COVID. It was like a mild iu and lasted about two weeks. She is 78. She's

overweight, but not diabetic.
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Posted On 06/07/2021

 

my_RNA_DNA

Using any sane measure of logic,  if pharma is trustworthy and to be believed, and that their

statements to the public that mRNA injections are safe and effective (at what we are not sure),  big

pharma would stand Grmly behind their products and back them up by accepting, without conditions,

full culpability and responsibility for any and all adverse reactions caused by these injections, or any

vaccine product.  

Furthermore, pharma would demand that every individual contemplating being injected with these

"foolproof" synthetic experimental drugs be given full consent by being alerted to the possible dangers,

if any, and also all personnel administering these drugs be able to answer any and all questions

truthfully and with full knowledge of what they are injecting into any person.  And all people seeking an

injection should be made fully aware of the possible long term 5-10 year consequences.

That is hardly the case.  For  products that are so beyond any questionable doubts as to their safety

and emcacy, then why the multitude of "incentives" to place your life on the line, all in the name of

ensuring monstrous proGts for pharma?  A free coffee and donut in exchange for your unfettered trust

of an industry that over the last 40 years has been riddled with lies, deception, fraud and outright

marketing treachery.  I am iabbergasted.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

ColdTurkey

Here is a copy and paste message I just received from my daughter: Had a lady I worked with at

Amazon and Under Armour die last week. Heart attack.  She was 47 years old. Her family is convinced

it was due to the COVID vaccine. Never had any heart issues. No health problems. Got the second shot

the week before.  Had not been feeling good since.  Went to bed that night with what she thought was

eart
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burn.  Her husband woke up in the night to her breathing funny.  He looked and she was foaming at the

mouth. Called an ambulance to take her to the hospital. They took her off life support a week later

because they said she only had 2 percent brain function. On top of that my older brother, who has

always been the picture of health, is now is diagnosed with Parkinson Disease after receiving his

second Covid shot.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

my_RNA_DNA

Sad to be sure.  But big pharma couldn't care less.  The FDA and CDC couldn't care less.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

Kanadian45

That’s so very sad. My condolences.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

balhawk

Sad to read, my condolences to all.   I'm concerned for friends and family who have gotten the jabs,

some of whom already have reported issues.  One wonders what slew of issues are coming...

Posted On 06/08/2021

 

californiawoman
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Del Big Tree's recent post discusses the contaminated blood supply.  The U.S. does not use testing of

donors  to rule out vaccinated people. If you need a transfusion, you may be getting the vaccine by

stealth.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

tallulah3

That’s a scary thought

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

clanharwood

This is an incredible Forum called Event 2021 that took place this weekend in Dallas Texas, hosted by

Doctor Fleming.  It’s a long video but So informative and uplifting so watch it in pieces if time is an

issue. It’s worth it.  It is presented well with fact based info with links to source documents and a Great

CALL to ACTION at the end for USA citizens.  The GREAT feature of this forum  is if you go to his

website, under tab Event 2021 you can download the PDF of his presentation along with all kinds of

other documents. thehighwire.com/.../live-from-event-2021-in-dallas-tx   Www.Flemingmethod.com

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

rrealrose

Thanks for your link.

Posted On 06/07/2021
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mrrobb

"Basically, everything your government has told you about this virus, everything you need to do to stay

safe, is a lie," Yeadon says. "And if they're not telling the truth, that means there's something else. And

I'm here to tell you that there is something very, very bad happening. If you don't pay attention, you will

soon lose any chance to do anything about it."

^^^^^^^^^This is about the best statement ^^^^^^^^  excellent!!

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

mrrobb

Thank You, Doctor Mercola SIR!!!!

Excellent interviews. And you have to have an eye2eye interview with  both of these Doctors.

maybe a Three-way interview ....(Stanley  get your mind on the subject)

A great article ..

From N Old man on My Mountain.....smiling  broadly

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

Vladimira

Has anyone independently tested what is actually in these vaccines?

Posted On 06/07/2021
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Ronybegoode

Please advise if there is a  transcription of the interview of Dr. McCullough so that it can be easily

passed to others.  The information given by such a reliable source needs to be seen by everyone

Posted On 06/08/2021

 

balhawk

Perhaps his own site?

Posted On 06/09/2021

 

farmercist

Not a conspiracy theory.................a conspiracy fact.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

AridAce

Everyone owning computer and / or cellphone already is registered in a database - these devices have

a unique number and can be tracked down easily. So when the rubber meets the road, there's no VPN

that could protect you from getting a "red" covid pass on your device. Hence the only reason for mass

vaccination (no exceptions allowed) that remains is full control of lifespan and urgently so. With

predicted very low activity of the coming solar cycle, oligarchs  think to have a small window to repair

enough of the planet, if the amount of people can be decreased sumciently. The historic example for

this in www.bbc.com/.../science-environment-47063973
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You can bet that it has been modeled already, but for obvious reasons hasn't been made public.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

natholhealthy

Cowards without useful clinical judgment pretty much sums up my experience with a majority of

doctors.  That's what you get when you train people to match a diagnosis to a drug or procedure

instead of THINKING.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

farmercist

Most doctors are just very intelligent parrots.  They lack critical thinking skills and are to arrogant

to learn what is going on.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

tru6757

Yes, he is correct that those in authority of the medical bureaucracies forbidding use of HCQ IS

MALFEASANCE.  And this is the reason that I now cannot trust my own physicians who denied me a

prescription to have on hand in case I got sick (as I have 4 comorbidities).  What was perpetrated on

the American people (and other countries also) amounts to genocide. The FDA, CDC, NIH, AND AMA

are all dead to me. I would like to see the assholes who did this to us get tried for crimes against

humanity.

Posted On 06/07/2021
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Kanadian45

Hope you got a new doctor

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

sco3869

The best 2 hours I have spent learning about government response to this issue. Super proud of Dr.

Mercola for sharing this, and Dr. Peter McCullough for simply sharing the truth. Now, we need citizens

to promote investigations into root causes. We need investigators as brave as Dr. Peter McCullough to

get after it.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

Jim_Bo

Dr. Mercola (and a few other intrepid individuals) is a hero for all time!  Thank you for publishing a true

exposition while lamestream media hides in the shadows. Much appreciation to Top Posters.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

NewlandsWanderer

The Mercola site was very hard to access this morning - probably because of the Doc's brilliant expose

into the sponsored Agenda courtesy of the Gates of Hell.  Well done Dr. Mercola!  In a world of

wall-to-wall staged propaganda and fear mongering you are a true shining light!.  

To appear on UK TV is easy....if you are a war criminal - like Tony Blair, or a vaccine de-pop control freak
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like Bill Gates,   or a psycho-sponsored sock-puppet  like "health" secretary like Matt Hancock or a

pathological liar like most of our politicians from fork-tongued Boris Johnson down.  But no-one ever

appears who is willing to speak the truth about the vaccine tragedy that is unfolding all around us.  

Journalists hide behind a wall of vile propaganda as Truth gets repeatedly stamped on by the

main-stream media.  And compassionate, truth-speakers like RFK Jr, Prof Dolores Cahill, Sucharit

Bhakdi, Dr.Mercola get censored while the spirits of Goebels & Mengele haunt the corridors of power.

 Meanwhile the effects of the vaccines grow more alarming every day, and women are now sadly losing

their babies in ever increasing numbers:  twitter.com/.../1

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

DebbyW

While I was walking yesterday after reading that day's article, I was particularly depressed about what

will happen to the people in our world. This poem started forming. Hopefully, we won't turn out as bad

as this.

Death

Death came slowly. It crept through the neighborhoods, the villages, the towns. //It crept through the

cities, the states, and the country. //Then Death took over the world. //It was too late to save even

themselves, //when those who released Death saw what they’d created. //First Death stalked the old,

then the young, no matter if rich or poor. //Those who thought Death had past them by soon learned the

truth. //Death returned for more and more until there were no more to take. //Then Death rested.

—Deborah Wallace

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

balhawk
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Well, Debbie, with about half of US adults not having gotten the jabs in spite of the barrage or

propaganda, shaming, enticements, and easy availability, I have conGdence the pigeons will come

home to roost and Death will return to the usual part-time duty while many of us still remain far

from his grasp.

Posted On 06/09/2021

 

Woodcarver

I have been thinking this whole Covid fraud reminds me of some stories in the Bible, and I am not

religious!  There is the story of Jacob and Esau when Esau sells his birthright to his brother for a bowl

of pottage.  That is the lotteries, and the free fries, etc. used to entice the "hesitant".  Then there is the

snake whispering the lies in the Garden of Eden. Then there are the lies that it is our civic duty to get

the jab.  We need to protect everyone with our own sacriGce on the altar of Big Pharma and the Cabal.

 We see children being sacriGced to the jabs on those same false altars to the gods of mammon.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

fra1531

So thats what all those plastic large sized tubs were for that Alex Jones found and reported on.  I was

waiting for when they were planning on using them.  That time has come.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

00

I don't trust ANYONE who doesn't mention the fact that Blood Type O+ is immune from Covid.  I asked

some 15 doctors separately if they agreed and they all said YES.  I heard this on CNN and FOX News
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Grst, then I started asking around, I found one 80 year old lady who has blood type O+ and her

granddaughter got it real bad for 2 weeks, and lives with her.  She got Covid, for about an hour she had

"the sni~es".

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

Johman0

Luckily, I’m O+. Maybe that’s why I never get the iu (or maybe because I’ve never had a iu

quaxxine).

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

00

I don't know if the Blood Type immunity works for the iu, only Covid, I think.... as my husband has

Blood type O+ and I got Covid for 2 months, he never had any symptoms at all and we were in a

hotel room the entire time.... which was great as my sheets were changed everyday -- I woke up

drenched every day from the fever.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

Nadine17

00, I saw on a graph somewhere that the Ashkenzi jew (Spelling?) is immune from covid.  I wonder

if they have the bllod type O+.   Anyone see or hear of this graph.  I don't recall where I saw that

recently.

Posted On 06/07/2021
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svmeyer

'...do no harm', apparently is no longer an oath that doctors believe is their moral obligation to their

patients. Doctors and scientists rely on the government to dictate 'rule of thumb' to them and blatantly

suppress proven methods of treatment that not only help but cure the patients. 'I'm from the

government and I'm here to help you.'  

Don't concern yourself, we will CONTROL you! Because we are the government and we know whats

best for you. The government that was originally designed to 'serve the people' has become the the

'master of the people' in less than 250 years.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

Lfod444

Yep...... " I am from the guberment and I am here to help you".

Just ask the native Americans how that worked out .

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

00

Lfod444,

I asked the Indians in Utah on the reservation.... they said that they are being targeted for death.

 They said if they got sick and went to the hospital they would die... if they just stayed home and

took the grandma's remedy - they got well.  They told me that there was a shot they got when they

got to the hospital, it would make their heart race and that's how they died.  I've never heard about

this shot from anyone else.
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Posted On 06/07/2021

 

Alibis

It never made sense, will not take vaccines till I can say no. My body-my choice..

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

steve49car

Lets be blunt ... its about mass killing  just as all the other now worldwide criminal acts continues ....

Child Tramcking for example!

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

DWC7749

"Utilitarianism is based on a mathematical equation that some individuals can be sacriGced for the

greater good of the majority. In other words, if some people are harmed by vaccines, it's an acceptable

loss because society as a whole may or will reap gains."

Or, as it could otherwise be known as; "The Thanos Doctrine".

Posted On 06/09/2021

 

DWC7749

I don't know if anyone here is familiar with the "Metal Gear Solid" video game series, but the COVID-19

vaccine's true purpose is starting to sound more and more like a real-world version of "FOXDIE", which
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was basically a "retrovirus" designed to kill speciGc people by identifying their DNA and causing

cardiac arrest.

Posted On 06/09/2021

 

DWC7749

This really sounds like 9/11 all over again.

Posted On 06/09/2021

 

choltontnlions.com

Thank you Dr. Mercola for your relentless pursuit of the truth regarding this COVID quagmire. And I

thank Dr. Peter McCullough for his pursuit in putting the real truth out to the public.

Posted On 06/09/2021

 

Yelena.Avetisova

Could anybody know if the Chinese vaccines - SinoPharm and Sinovak - are less dangerous than PGzer,

Moderna, or Astrazeneca? As I understand, they are traditional vaccines with inactivated virus.

Posted On 06/09/2021

 

Kwayde

I got the shot to protect my elderly parents, whom I live with at the moment. Is there anything that can

be done that we currently know of to mitigate these long term side effects of the virus?
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Posted On 06/09/2021

 

drm5861

Corrections: The number of covid vaccine deaths was actually 4,395 vs 4,406 up until 5/21/21. That

can be seen by segmenting the report by year + month (in addition to age). You'll Gnd 11 deaths are

listed either in those < 3 years of age or prior to December 2020, both obvious misreports.

Similar story up to 5/28/21 ... the actual number is 5.149 vs 5,165, for the same reasons. This is a one

week increase in reported covid vaccine death of > 17%. This number is also actually 20% greater than

the total number of reported vaccine deaths in the 20 year period preceding the pandemic beginning

1/1/2000.

Pretty obvious "we" all have a verry serious issue. :-(

Posted On 06/09/2021

 

Shasha

odysee.com/@DollarVigilante:b/Scam-of-the-Century-VIDEO-1080p:e?r=288P..     Great videos from

this site about the Corona virus and what is happening.

Posted On 06/08/2021

 

Marc52

I don't know about other countries, however, in the US, I believe the primary directive from government

and the mainstream media was to scare the American people as much as possible, to make this virus

appear as threatening and deadly as possible, and to let it wreak the maximum amount of death and
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destruction on the American people as possible.

I believe this was all done to control the people, and to pave the way for the acceptance and sale of

experiment injections, now, and every year (or even every quarter) from now on. There need to be trials.

There are a number of politicians and bureaucrats who need to be brought up on charges.

Posted On 06/08/2021

 

balhawk

Even had I no knowledge or understanding of the science, any hard sell as extreme as the promotion of

these jabs makes me very, very suspicious.

The justiGcation may be "sacriGcing a few for the many", but the reality is sacriGcing many for the few

(super-privileged).   Not to imply I Gnd either anything but abhorrent.

Posted On 06/08/2021

 

abc123123

THE SIMPLE solution would be this is just about making a LOT of money for some pharmaceuticals.

That's why there MUST be boosters. Ever hear of Occam's Razor?

Posted On 06/08/2021

 

spinkter

Why are all the shots using aborted (murdered) babies somewhere in the process They don’t want just

your life they want your soul!!!
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Posted On 06/08/2021

 

no1minerva

In response to the post by Randyfast. Yesterday, I tried to access this site numerous times and was

met with the detox screen. Did wonder if this source of reliable, credible and potentially life saving info,

amongst all the madness, was under attack.

Posted On 06/08/2021

 

helenglynatsis

Thank you Dr. Mercola  for everything you are doing for us.  This interview with Dr. Peter McCullough

brought tears to my eyes. I am sharing it with everyone here in Melbourne Australia.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

Retsbew

www.naturalnews.com/2021-06-07-covid-19-origins-revealed-vaccine-spike..

I generally tend not to care for the style of writing on this URL above.  Somebody may be watching too

many sci G movies...  Anyway, at Grst glance, because it's not writing I can really get into, I thought

OMG this turns people into Bio Weapons???!  Well, if I thought that, guess what the rest of the "creative

writing" types are going to do with this?  

My reason for posting this is that we have so many balanced and intelligent people here, that perhaps

you have some words of advice/critique as to real and present danger?  That's asking a lot, I know,

since we're not all Lab Techs, etc., but many of you are way above that level and your expertise always

appreciated.
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Posted On 06/07/2021

 

mai536928

Thank you so much Dr. Mercola for the courageous work you are doing to inform and educate we the

sheeple!  I have been saving or sending out a lot of your information.  The companies are pressuring

the employees to get the "jab" even though they know nothing about the dangers, or if they do, they're

just plain criminal.  I have a theory.  Follow the money.  Are all these companies getting incentives

(bribes), like the hospitals were for treating "covid patients" and putting them on ventilators?  Dollars to

donuts they are.  The Almighty Dollar talks and people lose all common sense.  I'm hating the world I'm

living in now.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

Shasha

odysee.com/@DollarVigilante:b/Scam-of-the-Century-VIDEO-1080p:e?r=288P..   Great videos

about the Corona virus.

Posted On 06/08/2021

 

Tikvah2

Does anyone have info re: Covid19 vaccine shedding, time frame of shedding, and any other info re: the

same? We will be at an event with numerous jabbed adults, probably some children. Do they shed

forever?

Posted On 06/07/2021
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Retsbew

Hi Tikvah2, the possibility of shedding is something I try to get more information about, but I

haven't found anything deGnitive yet.  Listening to doctors talk about it they seem to think that

closer to when the person took the injection would be when shedding occurred.  So when I'm in the

elevator where I live, two passengers at a time, I ask if the other person has had the vaccine.  (They

seem to assume I'm asking because I hope they've had it to protect me................TOTALLY WRONG

ASSUMPTION.)  And now I have cards in my pocket that give Dr. Mercola's website URL and "The

"vaccine" is gene therapy and there is evidence from doctors proving this.  Information on this

website may be helpful."  I do this because I know sooner or later, we're going to need to help these

people who have made this error in judgment.  

If I had to go to an event I'd be very careful not to get too close to anyone.  Once again ticking the

box, divide and conquer.  argh

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

WL4816

"There's no possible benign interpretation of this. I believe they're going to be used to damage your

health and possibly kill you. Seriously. I can see no sensible interpretation other than a serious attempt

at mass depopulation."

There's another agenda associated with COVID and other vaccines, and that is the fact that adverse

reactions will produce large numbers of patients to serve the medical-industrial complex. When people

experience bad reactions, sooner or later, they will instinctively go to doctors for help, and they will take

prescribed pharma drugs as treatment for the various ailments and injuries caused by pharma's

vaccines. It's the same merry-go-round that already exists, i.e., iatrogenic problems send sufferers

right back to the doctor, who prescribes more pharma drugs to treat the side effects.

Posted On 06/07/2021
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00

WL4826, However... hospitals lost an incredible amount of money as all elective surgeries were

cancelled. So, that shoots the theory that hospitals and doctors are making more money. My

doctor went out of business during this.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

fvtomasch

I guess Covid wasn't good enough now this:

www.yahoo.com/news/michigan-conGrms-Grst-human-hantavirus-173952942...  

Next they will lock down the world if someone has high cholesterol. Rat poison and traps will not be

good enough. ONLY a rat vaccine will work.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

RebelChickJMJ

#CULTofCovid

#Plandemic

#Scamdemic

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

cybersoul
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THE BATTLE FOR HUMANITY www.option3.co.uk/the-battle-for-humanity  

COVID-19 INJECTION www.option3.co.uk/covid-19-injection  

THE BIOLOGICAL CONTROL CIRCUIT

www.option3.co.uk/ibm-the-bill-gates-syndicate-and-eugenics-the-biolog..

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

woodman54

These articles by Mercola are the scariest I have ever read on the internet.  I thought 9/11 being an

inside job was bad now it looks like a Sunday picnic compared to the vaccine calamity.

So many people I know took the shot and I cannot even tell them anything about as they will get either

mad at me or very upset.

I did not take the shot but how much pressure will be put on me to take it?

It is like living in the science Gction movie when every body gets replaced by pod people!

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

What Is Thisx

The vaccine passports evolve to the quantum dot digital vaccine tattoo.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

swabiengmail.com
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The state has always used the trifecta of trauma, propaganda, and toxic poisoning as a way to control

populations. This covid episode has all three in droves! For so long war was used so effectively to

traumatize populations and cut down the strongest and healthiest so that people wouldn't get any

ideas about what their own leaders really want to accomplish. Because War doesn't work so much

anymore I feel like this may be a new paradigm for trauma, propaganda and toxic Jabs to become the

norm, at least every half generation or so!

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

Rozwell

I have had both doses of the Moderna vaccine and ever since I got the 2nd shot my allergies have gone

nuts.  I didn't have any other symptoms as I consider myself to be a pretty big health nut and always

have healthy gut bacteria.  Years ago I made all my allergies go away following a Paleo diet that avoids

gluten, grains, and dairy.  I have been eating those more in the past year, even though I try to keep them

minimal.

This has been my worst year for allergies in at least 10 years.  Is anyone else having this issue?

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

WL4816

If you're a health nut, why did you choose to get vaccinated? What does a vaccine have to do with

good health?

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

Retsbew
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Hi Rozwell, please excuse WL4816 for poor manners.  It's just what the plan-demic designers want

- us divided.  

So here's a couple of posts that give some suggestions.  But I have to say I hope Dr. Mercola

comes up with some ideas because his ideas are always so much better than the rest.  The Pine

Needle Tea is something I've noticed a few posts about.  

therealtruthnetworkcom.wordpress.com/2021/04/28/how-to-neutralize-mrna..

deeprootsathome.com/3-foods-that-contain-shikimic-acid-to-halt-transmi..

Wishing you all the best that you can get your allergies under control once again.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

deanna125

The question from WL4816 is a valid inquiry.

Posted On 06/08/2021

 

Nadine17

drsircus.com/.../sharing-my-psychology-with-my-readers

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

Ambassador777

It's not the virus that kills but rather collateral damage to tissues and organs from the battle between

the immune system and the virus, also known as acute oxidative stress. Hyper-immunity is aggravated
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in vaccinated persons increasing the likelihood of fatality. Immunity needs to be suppressed, not

enhanced, upon testing positive for a virus.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

farmercist

The spike protein is the bio-weapon.............and the shot turned the DNA into a bio-weapon factory.

 Judy Mikovitz expects around 50 millions deaths from it in the next couple years.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

dividingcricker

We have met the enemy and they are us .....I have seen this fear......just the fear can kill .....just the

words can kill ....I read this Story of a Tribe where the Witch Doctor     had a very bad day and needed to

blame someone.    SO HE POINTED AT THIS TRIBES MAN .....AND SAID SOME MOMMO JUMBO

...JUST THAT POINTING ....WAS ENOUGH EXPECTATION..... THAT THE TRIBESMAN DIED THAT DAY

Just saying ....fear like this can kill .....Gandhi would not be in fear he would start a peaceful movement

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

tjoy76

Thank you Dr Mccoullgh. I'm at a loss for words other than to say thank you and I Ggured as much. I

just didn't know how to prove it. WOW

Posted On 06/07/2021
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drexler1

Thank you for the TRUTH!!!! The world needs to be aware of the TRUTH being spoken here! No jab for

me, no matter how big of a carrot you dangle in front of me! It's not worth risking my life for. God gave

me an immune system for a reason. I'm going to keep my faith in God and raise my vibration and shine

my light above all of this. This game of control needs to end Amen 

!

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

M.H.Deal

Free eats - doughnuts, pizza, cake, etc.   Excellent idea to encourage and increase comorbidities.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

Karlaqh

This study says the opposite, that asymptomatic transmission is responsible for HALF of SARS-CoV-2

infections.  Is the error in this study obvious to the trained eye?  Mine isn't.

 jamanetwork.com/.../2774707

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

DebbyW

If you go down to the Method section, you'll see that they didn't do testing on actual PEOPLE. It's all

supposition on what they THINK will happen. It's all set up to scare people into getting 'vaccinated'.

"The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention determined that this decision analytical study,

https://articles.mercola.com/members/drexler1/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/M.H.Deal/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Karlaqh/default.aspx
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which involved no enrollment of human subjects, did not require institutional review board

approval. We used a simple model to assess the proportion of transmission from presymptomatic

(ie, infectious before symptom onset), never symptomatic, and symptomatic individuals across a

range of scenarios in which we varied the timing of the infectious period to assess different

contributions of presymptomatic transmission and the proportion of transmission from individuals

who never develop symptoms (ie, remain asymptomatic)."

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

njorogem

I don't see any post concerning what to do if one regrets a shot. I wonder, if I don't go for the second

shot of AstraZenneca and instead continue revamping my immunity, whether I would re-build what's

lost? In other words, is there a way of recouping what's lost with the Grst shot.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

DebbyW

I believe Dr. Mercola recommends using the same protocols as if you had COVID. Maybe search

the site for those? Make sure you're getting Vitamins D and C, and zinc.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

njorogem

DebbyW, you been a jewel with your helpful responses to my distress. Many thanks. Even before

covid hit I was always an ardent follower of Doc Mercola's advise on immunity building. I come

from Kenya with plentiful supply of Baobab powder for vitamin C, which I take daily; plentiful

sunshine for manufacture of vitamin D, avocados et al for healthy living. So am grateful for your

https://articles.mercola.com/members/njorogem/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/DebbyW/default.aspx
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helpful reminder

Posted On 06/08/2021

 

RebelChickJMJ

All Road$ lead to the poi$ion!!! I personally know of (4) DEAD people post VAX, (1) 19 year old blind in

one eye due to blood clots, (1) 22 year old heart attack/surgeries, (1) 7-month miscarriage/dead baby,

(1) female with messed up ovaries/bleeding whose on pill….ALL post VAX-all within hours/2 days after

JAB

GOD Help US!!!!!!

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

Listening0

I have listened to Dr. McCullough's video more than once.  It is inaccurate what Mercola says that he

said that it was "all about the pandemic" from the very beginning of the outbreak.  What is much more

convincing is that he originally vaccinated 70% of his patients for Covid, tells the story of Gnding a

bundle of pharmaceuticals and nutraceuticals to get both himself and his elderly unwell father well

from Covid and only gradually became convinced that it was "all about the vaccine". He breaks down in

the video at one point.  He describes extremely well the history of what in the end he calls

"malfeaseance". I will now quote from the Canadian Health Alliance's posting of this video. " Dr. Peter

McCullough, an internist, cardiologist, epidemiologist, and Professor of Medicine at Texas A & M

College of Medicine, Dallas, TX USA, has been the world's most prominent and vocal advocate for early

outpatient treatment of SARS-CoV-2 (COVID-19) Infection in order to prevent hospitalization and death.

On May 19, 2021, he was interviewed about his efforts as a treating physician and researcher. From his

unique vantage point, he has observed and documented a PROFOUNDLY DISTURBING POLICY

RESPONSE to the pandemic -- a policy response that may prove to be the greatest malpractice and

malfeasance in the history of medicine and public health. "
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I think Dr. Mercola that in not reporting more carefully the history and story of Dr. McCullough's

conclusion (above) you do a grave injustice to the power and terrifying truth of his conclusion.

I still appreciate so much the work you do and just really really hope you and your writers will be more

careful and revise the description of Dr. McCullough's extraordinary statement by video.  I hope

everyone will listen to the whole video.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

jdarnall64

For anyone this should be a scary scene. God told his disciples to go forth a preach the Gospel . He

wanted many to receive salvation but He also wanted nan to be plentiful and to spread all across His

creation  and be plentiful. This is God's earth and He will say when it's over. Guess what, it's getting

close to that time because His creation has become foul with sin. Judgement Day is very real and

these that are creating this stench desiring a power they should not have have reach the time close to

His Judgement. Those that are truly His willnremain just that. Those that are not His will Gnd a

different fate. People better be down on their knees right now!

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

Debbielp

It has been reported that the vaccinated are transmitting something to the unvaxxed which is causing

the same adverse events in the unvaxxed as the vaxxed are having. I wonder if this transmission is also

happening between the vaxxed, which I think would make the situation for the vaxxed even worse. Kind

of double adverse events on them. Thoughts on this y’all?

Posted On 06/07/2021
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Jeptha

So the movie "Body Snatchers" is coming to fruition.  Just not from some alien entity from outerspace.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

mdbrown7111

They will never get a needle in my arm that I do not approve. I have a line and if they cross it beware.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

12user

Judy Mikovitz recently did a two-part series of interviews on www.academyofdk.com detailing ways to

deal with the spike protein from the vaccine. How to protect yourself from the c-Jabbed who shed the

spike protein, and if you mistakenly took the jab, how to heal yourself. I do not know if her

recommendations actually reverse infertility, however, interesting interviews and well worth the watch.

She mentions Suramin, and Suramin does not come from pine needles, fyi.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

DebbyW

So, 12user, where can you get Suramin naturally?

Posted On 06/07/2021
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12user

Judy did not say where to obtain Suramin naturally. She said it is a synthetic product that Bayer and

Monsanto own and will not release to her, although she asked. She did recommend other natural

supplements, but you will have to watch the interview as it is a paid subscription and I do not want

to get into trouble with the www.academyofdk.com for freely giving out the information here, even

though I think this information should be freely out there in the public, broadcasted by all the news

networks, and in the mainstream knowledge. Hopefully Mercola can interview Judy Mikovitz and

she can talk about remedies, Suramin, and protection from the spike protein here.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

12user

You know what, forget it, this should be mainstream knowledge. The situation is really too dire,

serious, and immediate to keep a secret. Please watch Judy's interviews in full at

www.academyofdk.com. I am in no way associated with them. I am a paid subscriber, but I HATE

what is going on with people taking the vax, women becoming infertile, having miscarriages, men's

sperm becoming unable to swim, and this whole depopulation agenda.

Mikovitz mentioned, dimethyglycine, trimethylglycine, HCQ, zinc, ivermectin, minerals, vitamin d, c,

magnesium. Just overall keeping your liver clean, keeping yourself healthy. Stay away from

vaccines, and pesticide laden foods. She really likes Suramin, but no one knows where to get it.

She did not say where one could obtain Suramin.

She also gave a plug for Mercola as a good resource for supplements.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

rrealrose
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You can Gnd an interview Dr Judy had w Charlene Bollinger recently. She talks at the end about

possible solutions to minimize spike effects, although it sounded a lot like what Dr M just removed

from this site. Check it out if you can Gnd it, otherwise will look for the link later, plus a TTAC article

from February listing ideas.

As promised, from the TTAV lecture series: www.bitchute.com/.../3561n00FuyAT

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

katndognco

ID2020•I’ve posted about this before. Obama’s administration signed up the US. Their testing began

several years back in Bangladesh, Thailand and even on US soil in Austin TX! The current global jab

maybe the beginning stages of implementing ID2020-

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

Kanadian45

Could be!

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

Krofter

As regular readers know, I've been saying since late last year that the plandemic was just a tool to

instill fear to get people to line up for the jabs, and that the jabs are the REAL eugenics program.  This

is why in my blog I've been doing a biweekly death-by-covid-vaccine count.  The latest "omcial" death

count from VAERS is well over 5,000 and that's with less than 1% reporting.  If we assume 100%

https://www.bitchute.com/video/3561n00FuyAT/
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reporting then the death toll is well over half a million, which far exceeds any of the exceedingly

overblown estimates of deaths from covid.  And then there are the breakthrough cases - those who

have gotten covid and died from it after being fully vaccinated.  By the way, if you get covid after

getting jabbed your chances of dying from it go up tremendously - pathogenic priming at its best.  This

is clearly all about eugenics via vaxx. Bill's eugenics dream is being played out before our very eyes.

 secularheretic.substack.com/.../death-by-covid-vaccine-update-8

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

fromseatoshiningsea

Take into account too, that the VAERS is reportedly seriously back-logged, making the actual

number of vaccine-related deaths even higher, as well as the numbers of those who have been

injured by them.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

brodiebrock12

Simply do not buy the "only" for vaccine in every arm reason. Forest for the trees. Far more involved as

most of us reading here and elsewhere the past 15 plus months!

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

Hercster

Ropes, trees, and determination is what we need....

Posted On 06/07/2021
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eir3864

are all mRNA vaccines as dangerous as C19?.... I recently got the shingles Vaccine and I discovered it

is mRNA also.... so now I am worried

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

drm5861

A small correction concerning the number of deaths attributed to Covid vaccines from the VAERS

database: The article cites 4,406 as of 5/21/21. If one queries the dbase segmenting the report by both

age and {year and month} of the vaccine, you will Gnd that 11 of the deaths are obvious misreports as

they either occurred prior to December 2020 or in the < 3 YoA group. Therefore the corrected number

of deaths is 4,406 - 11 = 4,395, still ginormous.

As of 5/28/21, the number of deaths associated with Covid vaccines is 5,165 take away 16 for same

reasons above, total therefore 5,149, an increase of 17% over the previous week (the number of teen

deaths now 4).

Also the number of deaths reported in the VAERS to ALL vaccines in the 20 year period preceding the

pandemic beginning on 1/1/2000 and concluding 12/31/2019 (so as to not include Covid cases) is ...

4,302. Therefore in little more than the 5 months that 3 covid vaccines have been authorized for

emergency use in the US, there have been 847 more deaths to it reported than in a period which is over

48x longer and to ALL vaccines.

I'd say there's a rather serious problem out there. Verrry serious.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

joyce1414
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I am so scared! Many people I love have already taken 1 jab. Has damage already been done or can it

be reversed if I can convince them not to take the second jab?

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

EscapeTheMatrix2021

" #

$ % & ' ( ) * ☠

DID YOU KNOW:

1. Vaccines DO NOT PREVENT YOU FROM GETTING A VIRUS?

2. Vaccines DO NOT PREVENT YOU FROM TRANSMITTING A VIRUS?

...THEN WHY ARE WE TAKING THE SHOT??!!!

www.brighteon.com/034a6fb2-d764-49fb-9cc9-417ff53771f3

LISTEN STARTING AT 1:00:00

FOR

DR. LARRY PALEVSKY!!!

logisticsmonster.com/2021/04/24/dr-larry-palevsky-we-should-be-quarant..

KNOW THE AGENDA OF THE MAKERS OF THIS VACCINE TO KNOW THE TRUTH...KNOWLEDGE IS

POWER.

Look up Dr. Leonard Horowitz to go further down the rabbit 

,

 hole...

" -

MUST MUST WATCH NOW!!! Dr. Leonard Horowitz explains the MANMADE origins of AIDS and

Ebola...

https://articles.mercola.com/members/EscapeTheMatrix2021/default.aspx
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https://youtu.be/7zLvY3rEz0Q

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

roadrunnerisp

Thank you, Dr. Mercola....and keep Gghting the good Gght! If not for this site (which leads to others) we

would not know of the dangers....since most people watch the so-called news on CNN (Corrupt News

Network) or one of the others. I do like Tucker Carlson, on Fox.....he is starting to uncover some of the

same things discussed on this site.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

EscapeTheMatrix2021

DID YOU KNOW:

1. Vaccines DO NOT PREVENT YOU FROM GETTING A VIRUS?

2. Vaccines DO NOT PREVENT YOU FROM TRANSMITTING A VIRUS?

...THEN WHY ARE WE TAKING THE SHOT??!!!

www.brighteon.com/034a6fb2-d764-49fb-9cc9-417ff53771f3

LISTEN STARTING AT 1:00:00

FOR

DR. LARRY PALEVSKY!!!

logisticsmonster.com/2021/04/24/dr-larry-palevsky-we-should-be-quarant..
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KNOW THE AGENDA OF THE MAKERS OF THIS VACCINE TO KNOW THE TRUTH...KNOWLEDGE IS

POWER.

Look up Dr. Leonard Horowitz if you want to go further down the rabbit 

,

 hole...

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

Siriusbe1

www.facebook.com/messenger_media/?thread_id=100035681658980&attach..

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

Kanadian45

Hm, link says, The link you followed may be broken, or the page may have been removed.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

njorogem

Hi Doc; I have had one dose of the vaccine. I feel from what am reading that I dont want a second dose.

What is your view? Wallace

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

treecie

Duh. Haven't you been paying attention?
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Posted On 06/07/2021

 

brodiebrock12

you have been a member since 2010 and asking Mercola for his view? WTF

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

PatriotMa

njorogem,  I consider the decision to get a "shot" for this China virus highly personal.  I tried, to no

avail, to talk my siblings out of getting these experimental biologics.  It is not the here-and-now

with adverse events that concerns me, its what's coming down the road for all those with the spike

proteins.  It is going to be a very sad and life-altering fall when more viruses (iu) start up.  My

prediction is that there will so much "vaccine-regret" that the pharma cabal will be looking for more

new neurological meds to treat all the conditions and the Joebama Junta will still not pull the shots

from the market, as they should.

I don't know which one of the shots you received...here is the PGzer/BioNTech protocol.  It is a long

read however, this is SO IMPORTANT to consider that there have been ZERO long-term studies into

anything serious.  Very scary stuff.

blazingpress.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/C4591001_Clinical_Protocol..

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

DebbyW

Search the Mercola website for what to do if you get COVID, and do that. I think there's also an

article about what you can do if you regret the shot.
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Posted On 06/07/2021

 

Debbielp

I wouldn’t get it nor would I have gotten the Grst shot.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

deanna125

aarrggghhh!

Posted On 06/08/2021

 

mvn3764

I'm worried for my kids that colleges will require them to be vaccinated to return. If that is the case,

which shot would be the least harmful?

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

markuzick

Here's the answer to your question from "the world's top virologist".

i.ibb.co/.../image.png

Posted On 06/07/2021
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Good_Hands

Explore getting a medical or religious exemption for your kids. Many colleges and universities are

allowing exemptions (depending on which states they're in) even though they're "mandating"

vaccines for return to campus.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

clanharwood

Mvn3764

To answer your question, please view this forum (link below) or at least download the PDFs that

are available on the doctors website.....read it ....do your due diligence and then answer that

question yourself should your kids get the shot.

Maybe they can hold off a year..maybe you can participate in the call to action on the forum at the

link  and write your state senator or governor

This is worth the work to do / the viewing of the video or the downloading of the PDF and

documents because your kids future is not worth this gamble.

This is an incredible Forum that took place this weekend in Dallas Texas, hosted by Doctor

Fleming.

It’s a long video but So informative and uplifting so watch it in pieces. It is presented well with fact

based info with links to source documents and a Great CALL to ACTION at the end for USA

citizens.

The GREAT feature of this forum  is if you go to his website, under tab Event 2021 you can

download the PDF of his presentation along with all kinds of other documents.

thehighwire.com/.../live-from-event-2021-in-dallas-tx
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Www.Flemingmethod.com

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

BiomedMom1

ALL OF THEM ARE HARMFUL.  

Get a religious and/or medical exemption as most colleges are still honoring those.  Find out what

the vax rates are at the college.  My child's college said once they reach 80% vaccination of the

student body, they will have acquired herd immunity (the fools).  They met that threshold so those

that aren't vaxxed are no longer hounded to do so.

Know the law(s) and be prepared to Gght.  These "vaccines" are Emergency Use Authorization only.

 Regardless of any "guidance" or "policy" from local and state health departments, state and federal

laws supersede guidance/policy.  EUA means any product, facility, etc. with this designation must

be voluntary.  Under 21 U.S.C. 360bbb, section (III), you have the option to accept or refuse

administration of the product.  Your child is also protected under the Nuremberg Code and The

Declaration of Helsinki which state persons must be given the opportunity to decide to consent or

not w/out intervention of any element of force, fraud, deceit, duress, or coercion.

Put together a Right to Refuse document (if u want to DM via this site, I may be able to provide a

template for you) to present to the school should push come to shove.

Keep Gghting.  It's too important.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

tallulah3

Hi mark that’s really sad for those that got the jab. Seems like a lot of healthcare workers and
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doctors are getting it. The people who I have tried to warn about it are hell bent on getting it. They

think they’re smarter than anyone else

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

PatriotMa

mvn,  there are forms being circulated just for those situations.  These are still considered

experimental.  Here is one...

pandemic.solari.com/form-for-students-attending-colleges-or-universiti..  

This is what is on PGzer's own site as well...they spell it out quite clearly: The PGzer-BioNTech

COVID-19 vaccine has not been approved or licensed by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration

(FDA), but has been authorized for emergency use by FDA under an Emergency Use Authorization

(EUA) to prevent Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) for use in individuals 12 years of age and

older. The emergency use of this product is only authorized for the duration of the declaration that

circumstances exist justifying the authorization of emergency use of the medical product under

Section 564(b)(1) of the FD&C Act unless the declaration is terminated or authorization revoked

sooner. Please see EUA Fact Sheet here. link...www.pGzer.com/.../coronavirus

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

Debbielp

As long as it is only EUA (Emergency Use Authorization) no one can mandate the shot, tests or

masks. This is per Federal law.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

Photogirl13
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My daughter's college (UConn) just sent out an email saying mandatory vaccines to attend. They

are allowing students to petition for non-medical exemptions. We are gonna write one hell of a

letter for that exemption!  Fingers crossed. She is rightly terriGed to get the jab.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

Otorongo

That's a no brainer. None! What's more important, the college or your children's health?

Posted On 06/08/2021

 

innovativest

It is just curious, in Europe the most contested vaccine is the non mRNA: the AstraZeneca. Due to

economical dispute with the European Commission and to logistics problems, the point is that

suddenly some (very few) trombo problems appeared in the mainstream. None of the mRNA vaccines

effects have been ever published...

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

Lianne4Truth

gates to FUCKING HELL started ALL THE BIRD FLU STRAINS,SWINE FLU STRAINS,ZIKA,SARS,ROSS

RIVER VIRUSES AND EBOLA! AFTER VACCINATING PIGS CHICKENS POULTRY AND ALSO

GENETICALLY MODIFYING MOSQUITOS AND OTHER ANIMALS SENDING BILLIONS AND BILLIONS OF

MOSQUITOS AS BIO WEAPONS INTO FLORIDA THIS IS ONE VERY SADISTIC DISGUSTING EVIL HUMAN

REPTILE!!!!! They are making us very sick and or killing us off With his disgusting kill jabs covidiot is

hoax the kill jabs are THE REAL PANDEMIC! And DE POPULATION BIO WEAPONS GOING ON RIGHT

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Otorongo/default.aspx
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NOW WAKE UP TURN THE TELL EVIL VISION  OFF

GO

watch the videos on Brighteon THE SEQUEL TO THE FALL OF THE CABAL

- PART 9 All up there is 14 Parts parts 9-14 EXPOSE THE GATES TO HELL! 

. ☠ . ☠ . ☠

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

Lianne4Truth

THIS POS>>> gates to FUCKING HELL started ALL THE BIRD FLU STRAINS,SWINE FLU

STRAINS,ZIKA,SARS,ROSS RIVER VIRUSES AND EBOLA! AFTER VACCINATING PIGS CHICKENS

POULTRY AND ALSO GENETICALLY MODIFYING MOSQUITOS AND OTHER ANIMALS SENDING

BILLIONS AND BILLIONS OF MOSQUITOS AS BIO WEAPONS INTO FLORIDA THIS IS ONE VERY

SADISTIC DISGUSTING EVIL HUMAN REPTILE!!!!! They are making us very sick and or killing us off

With his disgusting kill jabs covidiot is hoax the kill jabs are THE REAL PANDEMIC! And DE

POPULATION BIO WEAPONS GOING ON RIGHT NOW WAKE UP TURN THE TELL EVIL VISION  OFF

GO

watch the videos on Brighteon THE SEQUEL TO THE FALL OF THE CABAL

- PART 9 All up there is 14 Parts parts 9-14 EXPOSE THE GATES TO HELL! 

. ☠ . ☠ . ☠

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

versatile

We can cure COVID. We know how to cure COVID. There are many ways to cure a SARS-CoV-2

infeciton. There are many ways to cure the damage caused when the infection leads to a crisis. We

have lots of evidence and had lots of practice. Most cures of COVID, come, like most cures, from
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health.  But, if we can cure COVID, we don't need vaccines.  So we can't cure COVID. QED,We can cure

COVID. We know how to cure COVID. There are many ways to cure a SARS-CoV-2 infection. There are

many ways to cure the damage caused when the infection leads to a crisis. We have lots of evidence

and had lots of practice. Most cures of COVID, come, like most cures, from health. But, if we can cure

COVID, we don't need vaccines.  So we can't cure COVID. QE

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

Nadine17

I think the question now is though, how the heck do we cure the effects from the vaccine shot,

especially the folks who are smart enough to not get the covid shot who are affected from the

shedding from the dummies who received the shot/mark.

Posted On 06/08/2021

 

versatile

Nadine17: there are reports that the vaccine makers are very unhappy about tea tree oil...

Posted On 06/08/2021

 

lovingwaydiana

Dr. Mercola, I see you as a light in the wilderness, giving us clear and valid and documented

information that I can trust. Thank you. I feel tremendously grateful for your courage and your genius

to synthesize such a complicated and controversial subject into information that is understandable and

documented by scientiGc research and experts in the Geld.

Diana
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Posted On 06/07/2021

 

chasethemonsoon

Following advice about alternative recommendations to keep the body strong against covid I reordered

Astaxanthin from Amazon.co.uk. My tittle was something like "A Possible Help to Fight Covid." I was so

shocked when they did not publish it......but then everything made sense.

A very small example of everything said on this website.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

ViolaDaGamba

Thank goodness most of us simply discount what you say. Great supplements, but this political bid for

attention is a bit pathetic.

Posted On 06/08/2021

 

che2190

www.nebraskamed.com/COVID/does-vaers-list-deaths-caused-by-covid-19-va..   Is it true that VAERS

says 3,000 people have died from the COVID-19 vaccines?  Answered from infectious diseases expert

James Lawler, MD, MPH:  No. Here's some context to explain the confusion. After clinical trials, the

Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) is how the Centers for Disease Control and

Prevention (CDC) monitors vaccine safety. VAERS is intentionally set up to capture adverse events that

are not thought to be caused by vaccines. It is the best tool we have to Gnd what may be previously

unrecognized and extraordinarily rare adverse events that may eventually be linked. VAERS cannot and

does not determine whether a vaccine caused something. The CDC states this clearly in their
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disclaimer: "A report to VAERS does not mean that the vaccine caused the adverse event, only that the

adverse event occurred some time after vaccination." The disclaimer continues, "The reports may

contain information that is incomplete, inaccurate, coincidental or unveriGable."

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

versatile

A report to VARS does not mean the vaccine caused the adverse event because in the USA it is

NOT POSSIBLE to prove the vaccine caused the adverse event and it is illegal to attempt such a

proof in the courts of law.

Posted On 06/08/2021

 

balhawk

And yet the results of an automated reporting study indicated less than 1% of events consistent

with vaccine injury have been reported to VAERS, and with more objective reliability than the

reports.  digital.ahrq.gov/sites/default/Gles/docs/publication/r18hs017045-laza..

So for over a decade the CDC has been capable of assessing the actual Ggures from medical

records.   Why have they not done so?   With their investment in vaccines, it is not dimcult to

connect the dots.

Posted On 06/08/2021

 

steenhout

Mercola has become a subsidiary of FoxFakenews.  I myself have been in the medical environment my

whole life and know how dimcult it is to get and evaluate numbers. What do I see? There was a risk
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Mercola should be expelled from youtube, and in 3 months time YOUR attitude turns 90 degrees

towards division, hatred, instead of helping and unifying. Don’t you see THE problem of our country IS

complete division, lack of respect.... NOBODY has all the answers, covid is still’ NEW’ you also lack

experience, are no expert !!!!!  Look at our country, the so-called most civilized country in the world

does it ALL wrong, a whole year long, highest death toll worldwide, now in 5 months of TRYING and

really working and often saying : ’I don’t know’ also YOU see the results, and then continuing to weaken

the country, to divide, to shoot one another with words or bullets, the US or DS , divided states are

Gnished, also thanks to the contrubution of mercola in the last months........

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

Truthoutthere

Rant Gnished?

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

panyusg

You are mouthing a lot of nonsense.  Look up Prof Bhakdi,  Dr. Seneff, Dr. Mike Yeadon, etc. Write

to them, study their very detailed papers and the dozen of scientiGc papers about the "vaccines".

You are making sweeping statements. You have any solid information that is worth reading?  If not,

then shut your trap.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

mpk3149
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If you have been part of the ‘medical environment’ your whole life, and aren’t interested in looking

at real science, you are part of the problem.  Just another follower. We need intelligent Leaders.

 Ivermectin has shown emcacy in many, many trials. Yet the corrupt AMA, CDC, and WHO won’t

approve it. Why? Tons of money to be made on vaccines. Wake up!  Many people’s lives could have

been saved. Want proof? Look at the stats in India. In states where they are using Ivermectin, Covid

rates and deaths are dropping. The states not  using, numbers still rising. Btw, I am a biochemist.

Wow, someone added to my post. I just deleted that part. Not OK!

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

Otorongo

You've been in the "medical environment' your whole life, in what capacity? You sound more like a

'Woke/Snowiake/troll" to me. Medical professionals don't have time to attack each other and

conjure phrases like "Your attitude turns 90 degrees toward division, hatred, instead of unifying"

"You see the results and then continuing to weaken the country, to divide, to shoot one another with

words or bullets" Really???? How stupid do you think we are on this site? You sound like one of the

"quackbusters' from the 1990's. Going around attacking doctors practicing natural medicine and

calling them quacks, When in reality the quackbusters were the real quacks. You're messing with

the wrong crowd here! Sounds like you need to play catch up.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

alaisterg

Panyusg, you can add Professor Dolores Cahill, Prof. Luc Montagnier, (Prof) Dr. Peter McCullough,

Geert Vanden Bossche, DMV, Ph.D. and (Prof) Dr. Vernon Coleman to your list of researchers

warning how these vaccines will lead to the deaths of millions through ADE, antibody dependent

enhancement.
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Posted On 06/07/2021

 

Chris65

Compromising on any level with the judeo anti Christ synagogue of Satan will lead to another

Holodomor, Katyn and marxist Bolshevik Revolution. Just look at the marxist BLM, who Gnances

them and the parallels with South Africa.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

mirandola

"Look at our country, the so-called most civilized country in the world does it ALL wrong, a whole

year long, highest death toll worldwide, now in 5 months of TRYING and really working and often

saying : ’I don’t know’ also YOU see the results, and then continuing to weaken the country, to

divide, to shoot one another with words or bullets, the US or DS , divided states are Gnished, also

thanks to the contrubution of mercola in the last months........"

That statement is absolutely ridiculous. Guilt trips have nothing to do with anything, except with

agendas and coercion. A true confession. And as usual, this guilt trip makes NO logical sense...at

all. Ridiculous, as a matter of fact, and to bookend based on truth.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

bee70578

steenhout

Jeez mate, some NINE THOUSAND people across Europe have died shortly after receiving an

mRNA vaccine. It's unprecedented and absolutely horriGc . I have to pinch myself every time I see

the latest updates. Just wake up.
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Posted On 06/07/2021

 

Lianne4Truth

GO AWAY RETARD TROLL!

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

RonH_203

This COVID virus is continuing to mutate and become more dangerous. It may yet cause millions more

deaths and the mRNA vaccines are the only technology capable of adjusting to each new version.

This is the most irresponsible article I have ever read. Shame on you Mercola.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

Truthoutthere

You seem like quite the expert Ron.What is your background? Also,pray tell,where do you get your

news from? Fauxi or the thousands of real doctors and medical experts and scientists all agreeing

that we are being lied to by Big Pharma,Bill Gates,our governments and especially our mainstream

media.

What bit do you not understand about these ‘jabs’ not being vaccines but experimental unproven

 gene therapies which have not been tested for long term effects nor even been tested on animals?

Posted On 06/07/2021
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navisos34

You are certainly misinformed. The mRNA vaccines were produced hastily while in the past it took

many years of testing before they were approved. The mRNA vaccines were obviously not tested in

this way and as a result, new facts keep appearing,  specially adverse facts. These vaccines were

never approved by the FDA, they were allowed in an emergency situation as an experimental

method. Talking about "adjustment to each new version" is also not true, and another vaccine,

based on the classical idea of vaccines that uses the whole antigen, is much better in this respect,

even though it generates relatively fewer antibodies (I hate to mention, it is the Chinese one, which

will immediately be debunked for political reasons).

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

mpk3149

Ron, wait till the whole story of the corruption comes out. It’s already starting. So many deaths

could have been avoided. The American people have been treated like guinea pigs.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

Cabochon

Thanks for your contribution to scientiGc enquiry, RonH but without valid scientiGc references to

back it up, it’s dimcult to accept without further evidence. Can you state the source of your

information as you might be shocked to discover this - many mainstream media use propaganda

based on, for example, false or manipulated testing, mortality statistics with but not necessarily

from viral infection, asymptomatic infectivity being non existent, mandates such as masking,

lockdowns, and social distancing that can’t be proven effective, and a frightening number of deaths

and adverse effects from the mRNA injections, which are not really vaccines as the public

understand them.
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Best do your own research and look at scientiGc studies, factual reports and references before

making up your mind. Dr Mercola’s best selling book “The Truth about COVID-19” is fully

referenced. For factual details, look up VAERS, bearing in mind that only a proportion of adverse

reactions are reported. True,  some false studies have been published and so check for coniict of

interest re who has funded them. Look at population trends of herd immunity from viral infections

and the effects of mRNA injection programmes. It can still be hard to determine the truth, so my

advice would be: don't rely on mainstream or social media for scientiGc evidence as they tend to

censure information that contradicts the omcial story ; always look at the credentials, career

history, amliations and published peer reviewed studies of medical and scientiGc thought leaders,

including those who have had to use alternative media because of censorship, bearing in mind that

views are censored for a reason. Good luck and be aware that your critical comment was published

and not censored on mercola.com.

https://vaers.hhs.gov/

thetruthaboutvaccines.com/covid-vaccines-worsen-prolong-pandemic/

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

steve49car

Virus mutates when it is challenged , now I wonder what is doing that ????

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

00

RonH, Every virologist will tell you that when a virus mutates it is less of a threat, not more, it is

actually only 1% of the original virus to hurt anyone. It's all about FEAR not reality.
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Posted On 06/07/2021

 

DebbyW

On their own, viruses mutate to become less deadly, not that COVID was that deadly with a 99.5%

survival rate. These 'vaccines' take one spike of the virus and tell us it will save us from a worse

case of COVID. Instead, that spike replicates in people's bodies, giving them some of the very

symptoms they are trying to avoid. The people who will be most adversely affected by a mutated

virus (or even the original) are the very ones who think they are most protected, those who are

vaxxed. Those millions of deaths you're predicting will be almost totally the 'vaccinated', with their

compromised immune systems.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

jamNjim

What "00" said! The reason people are getting sicker from the variants now is because they were

vaccinated for the original Sars-CoV-2. This is why we have never had a vaccine for the common

cold. Too many variants to try to keep up with. Then add on top of that ADE (antibody dependent

enhancement). Attempts to make coronavirus vaccines in the past (1950's - 2010's) have all failed

due to ADE.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

gloritrader

The ‘technology’ of  my robust immune system will handle any variants that come along, thank you.

How do you think human beings have survived all this time? And normally, as viruses mutate, they

become less dangerous. Did you know that people exposed to SARS almost 20 years ago have

been found to be immune to cv19? And they are over 20% different genetically.  Why are the Big
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Pharma companies saying that we will need boosters soon? Because their poison jabs can’t handle

the variants, that’s why.  Go peddle your BS somewhere else.

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

Lfod444

One word here.........TROLL

Posted On 06/07/2021

 

balhawk

Everybody's entitled to post their opinion.  At least this site does not censor contrary opinions,

which lends it more credibility than mainstream sites that censor and delete any comments that

question them, especially if such contrary opinions are well reasoned.

Posted On 06/08/2021
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